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NOTES and COMMENT
Another Crisis?-American Plays-Progress i~ HealthMendel and Marx-Uncle Sam and the Radio-"Face"
in Tientsin-

By THE

EDITORS

small, but highly important, bit of
extraterritorial England which
has been maintained at Tient in
since the year 1860. France, too,
has been slapped in the face.
What is the que tion at i ue?
Does ippon, urged on by Hitler
and Mus olini, want to declare to
the world in no uncertain term
that Britain may lose her empire
in the Far East unless she plays
ball with Germany in the matter
of Danzig and the Corridor? In
our estimation, the affair become
infinitely more ominou when we
con ider that, after a fiat refu al
to re ort to arbitration, Japan ha
promptly proceeded too cupy the
trategically important
wat w
region of ou th hina. In a trice,
her war machine ucceeded in
eizing compl te ontrol of all

Another Crisis?
A N OT H ER world-stirring crisis
seems to be coming to a boil
in the witches' caldron of Europe
and Asia. It seems to be due at the
end of this month. The problem
of Danzig and the Polish Corridor
has not yet been settled to the
satisfaction of the Fuehrer, and,
in con equence, the bitter attacks
upon Poland are being continued
in the German press. There are
persistent reports of extensive
troop movement throughout the
Third Reich, and work on the
supposedly impregnable Limes
Line i being ru hed with fe eri h
energy. But the mo t significant
act of aggression ha recently taken
place in the Orient.
ith mathematical preci ion and callou brutality, Japan h
blo kaded the
I

~

I
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1and and sea approaches to the footlights, and five operettas
raised their shy voices. Thirteen
crown colony of Hong Kong.
There are those who are certain of these productions appeared at
that the crisis now in the making least one hundred times-thus rewill be far more serious than any ceiving the traditional stamp of
the world has seen in many a year. financial, though not always of arBut we still wonder whether Hit- tistic or intellectual, success. Last
ler, Mussolini, and the leaders of season there were seventy-four new
Japan will be audacious and plays. Some of the new plays proshortsighted enough to hurl man- duced in the 1938-39 season were in
kind into war. Is it possible that the best tradition of American
they lack the astuteness to realize playwriting; others were the usual
that those who will be forced to ephemera. Tobacco Road carried
bear the brunt of the fighting and on. True, there was no Eugene
the suffering loathe the very O'Neill play; Thornton Wilder's
thought of another worldwide latest was a flop; and Elmer Rice
orgy of slaughter and devastation? put forth a lugubrious presentaIncidentally, our hats are off to tion on the American way of life
Admiral Harry E. Yarnell. When as the best in all the world.
Significant about the late season
the Japanese attempted to force
the warships of our country to is the fact that ten of the new prowithdraw from the Swatow re- ductions were decidedly nationalgion, he bluntly informed them istic, drawing their themes from
that it is the paramount duty of American folkways, customs, phithe United States fleet to protect losophy, or history. In plays rangAmerican citizens. Such language ing all the way from Raymond
never fails to make an impression Massey's magnificent portrayal of
the Civil War president in Abe
upon truculent aggressors.
Lincoln in Illinois to Stephen
Vincent Benet's operetta, The
Devil and Daniel Webster, the
No Conclusion
merican stage was engaged in a
youR Diogene in the meri- brilliant redi co ery of America.
can theater mu t record for There were al o the u ual reour ati fa tion, orrow, or re- ligious or emireligiou pla .
one of them contributed much
lief that another Broad, a eason
ha ended. R cord
how that to the tud of the relation hip of
i t -fi e new pla
were e - Chri tianit to the indi idual and
ociet . Paul
incent Carroll'
hibited on the board , fi e new
mu i al 110'\: pranced ba k of the The V hite teed , a a gripping
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study of a clergyman, but was far
from being a study of religion in
its wider aspects.
As usual, it is hard to draw a
definite set of conclusions on current American drama. Several
years ago there was an amazing
preoccupation with sex in all its
aspects. Today, the depression and
its after-effects are influencing the
work of such widely different
writers as Phillip Barry and William Saroyan. Likewise, the current political problems at home
and in Europe are far from being
submerged in the minds of the
men who write our dramas.
Glancing back over the last ten
years of American plays, it is obvious that there is more maturity,
probably a little disillusionment,
and a better grasp of drama technique. We have come far in the
United States since the days of the
gas-lit melodrama. On the other
hand, it is better to be omewhat
sceptical about the advance of the
stage. Someone might concoct another Abie's Irish Rose.

3

is brought home to one in the
reading of an article on health
progress in the United States, published in Science and written by
Dr. Horwood of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Since
1880, the general death rate in
our country has been diminished
more than 50 per cent, and the
average expectancy of life has
been increased from 40 years to
approximately 61 years. Many of
the deadliest diseases that menaced our forefathers are now rare
or non-existent. Cases of cholera,
typhus, and bubonic plague seldom occur; yellow fever has been
wiped out; malaria is under control; the death rate from tuberculosis has been reduced 75 to 80
per cent. Whereas, in 1872, diarrhoeal diseases cau ed 40 deaths
per 1000 among young children
in
ew York City, only 1 per
1000 died from this cau e by 193 I.
When the mortality rates of
whites in the year 1900 are ompared with the actual mortality of
the year 1935, it i found that
768,000 fewer death o curr d in
1935 than would ha e be n expected under the rate
f 1900.
Progress in Health
The large t " a ing" wa from tu§OME of the mot important berculo i : 173,000. h four prinof
and far-reaching change in cipal communicable di ea
human affair come about o childho d (m a I , car1et fe er,
diphtheria)
gradually that tho e of u who , hooping c ugh,
!aimed 13,182 Ii e in 1935; unare not hi torically minded ne er
fully realize how different our der 1900 rate the number would
times are from the pa t. hi fact ha e been 72,127. h hie£ au
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of these remarkable improvements
in public health have been advances in medical science and in
sanitary engineering. What further progress is possible, only the
future can tell.

Mendel and Marx
JT LOOKS as if Russia might
solemnly decree that the
Mendelian laws of heredity are
false and must be rejected by all
Russians who wish to remain in
good health. For some years a dispute on this point has been generating a good deal of heat in the
land of the Soviets. The question
is not whether Mendel's principles do or do not harmonize with
known facts but whether or not
they conflict with the teachings of
Marx. This they probably do, for
Marxianism regards environment
as all-important and believes that
human nature can be changed
through a sufficient change in its
surroundings. Lamarckian e olution will, accordingly, fit best into
Marxian preconceptions, and the
le s is made of heredity, the
better. Students of the
gricultural cademy in Moscow recently denounced Mendeliani m as
"bourgeoi non en e," and their
diatribe hac; been publi hed in an
fficial journal under the heading,
" ha e Formal Genetics from the
ni er itie ." That the e oung

Marxians react against Mendel's
theory of heredity is not surprising, nor is such dogmatism as
theirs distinctive of communism.
It is typically human. Human beings have a remarkable capacity
for being hospitable to arguments
that dovetail with their preferences and for seeing no cogency
in evidence to the contrary. But it
is regrettable when they forcibly
suppress opinions with which
they do not agree, for thereby
they deprive themselves of the
chance of finding that they have
been in error and of changing
their minds according! y.

Uncle Sam and the Radio
W E SOMETIMES wonder
whether those who are persistently calling for complete government ownership and operation
of the radio are not starting up
more hares than they are able to
catch. In numerous quarter , agitation for their pet project has
becomes as regular a the tide .
It i true that there are weak
spot in the armor of the three
great networks of our land. They
continue to broadcast a large
amount of tra h. But, in the final
analy i , they are commercial concern ; and we know that commerial concern are regulated, to a
high de!!ree, b the law of uppl
and demand. It eem entire! afe
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to say that the day will never come
when John Q. Public, by and
large, will no longer have a strongly expressed hankering for drivel
-for what Shakespeare, if he were
alive today, would refer to as tales
told by an idiot, full of sound and
fury, signifying nothing. The government, too, would be forced to
reckon with this frailty of a by no
means inconsiderable portion of
our population. It, too, would
have to dip, almost over head and
ears, into the trash-business.
But the broadcasting systems
are not so mangy as many would
have us believe. They have done
much for music, for the drama,
and for wholesome entertainment.
In fact, they have amassed a formidable array of significant assets
which should not be overlooked
by those who whisper and shout
that government control will make
for far better service. As we write,
there lies before us a bulky
pamphlet, entitled, Serious Music
on the Columbia Broadcasting
System. 1927 through 1938. Those
who study this publication will be
con trained to admit, we believe,
that the radio has done very much
indeed for mu ic. BC ha been
spending many thou and of dollar annually on fine orche u·a
and soloist . The broadcasts of
opera from the tage of the "Met"
in ew York ha e been like balm
f Gilead to million of eag r
Ii tener .
utual, too, ha made
ome ub tantial contribution .

5

Would the government, deprived
of the revenue accruing from advertising, be in a position to
match these achievements?
No, we should not like to see
Uncle Sam assume control of the
radio. The temptation to make
this powerful agency wholly subservient to the party in power
would, we greatly fear, be too
strong to be effectually resisted.
What would become of such delightful entertainment as is offered by Amos 'n Andy and by
Lum and Abner? How would the
news reporter fare?
If we find fault with broadcasting as it is managed today, let us
express our criticisms and our
wishes to the operators. We shall
not always succeed in causing
them to see things our way; but
we know that persi tent pounding
seldom fails to make a dent.

"Face" in Tientsin
WHE
four Chinese ~~pposedly murdered a
operating" Chine e cu tom
cial within the Briti h conce ion
at Tien in, they had, let u uppose, hardly any thought of the
upr ar th y would cau e. P ibly
they did, but it i doubtful. Th
J a pane e g ernm nt in i t that
the murder r be turned o er t
them for trial. he Bri ti h ua ly reply that they annot d u h
an impo ible thing.

6
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the Japanese blockade the British
concession and subject the British
subjects to humiliations of every
degree.
In short, Great Britain must act.
It is suddenly and dramatically
apparent that she is on the point
of losing "face" in the Orient.
Having lost "face," Great Britain
may as well say goodbye to all
future profits from China. English
diplomats are in a quandary.
They dare not refuse the Japanese
requests too long; for the Japanese
air force and navy may drop their
bombs and shells at any moment
into the wealthy concession. The
Japanese know that in the Tientsin banks in the concession there
are 60,000,000 Chinese dollars. In
addition to that booty the Japanese want the loyal co-operation of
the British in orthern China.
The shortest way out would be
for England to send its navy to the
Far East, but, alas, Neville Chamberlain is busy appeasing the
Rome-Berlin axis. He dare not
abandon the English channel.
Now in all this there is involved
a profound moral i sue. If there is
none, there should be. The Tient in blockade seems to offer a
imple solution. fter all, e eryone knows that the United States
i helping the Japane e bomb hospitals and chapel . Eighty-fi e per
ent of Japan' war upplie come
from the three democracie :
France, Great Britain, and the
United tate . In addition the

Japanese empire imports 90 per
cent of its oil. As Edwin James
recently asked in the New York
Times: "Who controls that oil?"
Supposing for a moment that
punitive duties on Japanese imports were imposed by the three
democracies and exports barred
until Japanese aggression stopped,
it would be reasonable to suppose
that the Japs would retire quickly
to their islands and abandon imperialist dreams.
Let no one in America or any
democracy condemn the Japanese.
Bombs made in America have
shattered Chinese Lutheran chapels. We live in a democracy. We
can ask our Congress to end our
participation in the current atrocities. But the love of money is
strong in all of us. We dare not
permit ourselves the luxury of
self-righteousness. The Briti h deserve the Tientsin blockade and
loss of "face." America will be
next to lose "face."
e hope the
Tientsin blockade jars loo e a
feeling of moral re ponsibility in
some tate man's boom. If not,
there will be more blockade until
the whole world explodes in
hatred and cruelty.

The Future: Cold Cheerless
won't be an book in
T HERE
the world of tomorrow.
ell,
e , there ma be ome co ered in

August 1939
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an odious "Fabrikoid," a water- the uproar that would cause in
proof covering which is supposed Grover Whalen's well-ordered
to divert cockroaches and termites. universe!
But beyond those few ugly "FabriThe queer thing about the
koid" schoolbooks there just world of tomorrow is that Frenchwon't be a single book around the men and Italians and South Amerplace. J. Donald Adams told the icans, in fact everyone except the
American Booksellers Association Americans, will continue to buy,
several weeks ago that "judging keep, and read books. To set the
from a hurried preview of the tone of the Italian book exhibit,
New York Fair, books will play no Premier Mussolini has written:
part in the world of tomorrow." "Books are the weapons of your inThere are no American book ex- telligence, not the poison that kills
hibits at the Fair to controvert it." That is a mouthful for a dicthat gloomy statement.
tator. Meanwhile, what's wrong
Evidently the planners of the with American civilization? You
world of tomorrow are ashamed have the floor.
of our books. They figure we'll
stop writing them altogether not
so many years hence. Instead we'll
Those "Idealizing" 0. T.
be producing more and more
Narratives
glittering locomotives and reJDEALIZI
G" is the term u ed
frigerators and cocktail bars and
by the critic of the Old Te tatelevision sets. In the world of
tomorrow there is no room for ment where "Fiction" or "Fal ifi.the type designer (goodbye, Mr. cation" is intended. The tory of
braham' purcha e of a burial
Goudy), for the illu trators (goodplace
by laying down the pri e in
bye, Herr Pogany), for the writers
silver, and other referenc s to his
(goodbye, Mis Cather).
Maybe it wa just as well to bar wealth in ilver and g Id, u ed to
books from ew York's pre iew of be interpreted a u h "idealizathe world of tomorrow. Book are tion ," by the J wi h writer , f
hedi concerting. Their phy ical ap- an ance tor' di tincti n.
pearance alone in anno ing. ology ha put a t p to thi kind
Their content ha e the habit of of biblical criti i m. ot nly the
di turbing preconcei ed notion . in cription datin from the ecIt would ne er do in the world of ond millennium before hri t, but
f
tomorrow to ha e ome writer de- a t al find in the pul hr
ote 400 page to the trul mi er- that period, ha e dem n trat d the
able fate of the inhabitants of a wealth of the ruling la e in that
tream-lined tenement. Think of early age. hi applied pe ially

I
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· to Egypt and Messopotamia. In and gems were found in the tomb,
Egypt, the richness of the soil, kept some of the treasures rivaling
ever fecund by the fructifying those discovered in the sepulchre
river, enabled successive dynasties, of Tut-Ank-Amen fourteen years
governors, and conquerors to reap ago. More valuable than the
almost unbelievable treasures in golden coffin will be to the archean incredibly short time, and the ologist the contents of certain large
record of the possessions of some vessels presumed to contain writof these persons is enough to drive ten records bearing on the life of
the New Deal statesmen wild with Shishak.
the picture of taxable valuation
It is a significant fact that not
conjured up.
a single archeological discovery
The wealth of Mo'izz, for in- has contradicted the narratives of
stance, an Egyptian nobleman, the Old Testament. Those which
was simply incalculable, and yet treat of the same events have inthere were others before and after variably been found in agreement
him whose personal property with the Biblical record.
schedules would have been sufficient to ransom a hundred kings.
One of the daughters of Mo'izz
had gold coin to the value of Aesthetics and Obscenity
$6,750,000; she was likewise the THE highest art has never
possessor of 12,000 dresses. Her
pandered to obscenity. The
sister owned "ninety basins and greatest masterpieces of imaginaewers of pure crystal, five sacks of tive genius, whether in poetry
emeralds, a prodigious amount of or in pictorial art, have avoided
precious stones, 3,000 chased and the salacious. American literature
inlaid silver vessels, and 30,000 from the days of Washington
pieces of Sicilian embroidery."
Irving to the end of the
ineOnly this spring the mummy of teenth Century has escaped the
another Pharoah has been found taint of ob cenity, and this in spite
in the Delta of Eg pt. It is the of the fact that many of the great
body of King Shishak. Hi body writer had neither religious nor
wa re ting in a coffin of pure gold, moral convictions that would
within which there wa another of have pre ented them from giving
il er. Of hi hak ou will read in a double meaning to their phrase
the First Book of Kings that he or from pandering to tho e detook Jerusalem and arri d away pra ed taste , hich era e for the
mu h gold from the temple of bawd and the erotic. In ain will
olomon. Many gold ornaments the rout-hound earch through
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all the collected works of our great
authors and poets, from Longfellow down to Mark Twain, for the
indelicate allusion or the suggestive description, for immodest
dialogue, for the lascivious in any
form.
The subject brings to mind one
of the last contributions of 0. 0.
McIntyre to his column, soon after
Mae West had given her Adam
and Eve broadcast. McIntyre
wrote: "It does not strike me there
is a place for Mae West's dubious
inflections on the radio. Nor on
the screen, for all that. In my
book, she is definitely for the
Minsky trade. That much discussed appearance on a Sunday
night radio hour had a tinge of
sacrilege. Miss West's brand of innuendoes does not strike me as
even clever double entendre, but
if it were only the usual jovial
commonness it has no right on
programs heard by children. Such
guttery material is exactly what
jockeyed the legitimate theater behind the eight ball. Entertainment
purveyor seem unable to learn
the lesson of charm and profit in
'Lightnin', which ran three year
without a single ugge tive line
or situation.
nd watch ' now
White' with the ame purity top
the mo ie record I"
Gene Rhode , the literary geniu of the outhwe t-a man without Puritanical or even hri tian
principle of conduct-p ured out

9

the vials of his vocabulary against
all the so-called Intellectuals-and
literature's fake he-men-who did
violence to his principles of taste.
Of an an tho logy of the professional moderns, he wrote to William MacLeod Raine: "It is so
rotten bad that I have forgiven all
my enemies." Of a nasty-smart
book, he wrote: "It is a sort of coeducational Turkish bath." Of a
new volume by the most notable
of our he-writers, Rhodes said:
"In the first sixty seconds, I saw
more of the famous four-letter
words than I have ever seen in all
my life, aside from outhouse walls.
It seems that it is 'manly' to do
these things."
There is a great gulf fixed between great art, whatever its religiou background, and obscenity.

Birth Control Seeking
Respectability

A BID

i made for the u e of
contraceptive , a being perfectly right and proper, in a recent
i ue of the Atlantic. Ind
, E.
Lindeman look upon the prevalence of this practice a a "triumph
o er fear, up r titi n, uppr sion, and sla ery." It i a ict ry
in the "war again t inju ti e and
in the long and ever-re urrent
truggle on b half of human
rights."
he author d e not
think it worth while "at thi

10
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· stage to recount those fears, misg1vmgs, and superstitions which
have so long and so stubbornly
resisted the birth-control movement." He is only concerned with
the fear of certain un progressive
people that legalized birth control
would lead to " (a) race suicide, (b)
increased promiscuity, especially
among the young, and (c) a reduction in our economic productivity." On all three points Mr.
Lindeman vindicates the prevalent use of birth control mechanics. He believes that through
these mechanics "we are now in
possession of an instrument which
may be used for the purpose of
determining the quality of our
future population."
We are not so much concerned
here with the sophistries involved
in the judgment last quotedthough we cannot refrain from
a king how a reduction in quantity will guarantee a superior
quality in the off-spring? We are
concerned with the bid which the
di semination of birth control
methods among all cla e , young
and old, married and unmarried, is
making through the pages of a repe table magazine. It hould be
pointed out that uch rea oning as
Mr. Lindeman' i valid only if
the idea of right and rong i exluded entirel from the exual
r lation hip. In oth r word , it
requir a rej ction of all moral
authority to make uch rea oning

as quoted even look respectable.
We prefer, if the choice must"
be made, the forth-right wickedness of George Boas, Von Keyserling, Bertrand Russell, and
other apostles of immorality.
Bertrand Russell some years ago
discussed in "The New Republic"
the matter of chastity. Man, he
tacitly assumes, is a polygamous
animal and has never taken his
conception of the chaste life seriously. But woman has been compelled in the past, by certain social
and economic conditions, to inhibit her erotic instinct. He names
these conditions as: economic dependence upon the male; the
threat of social ostracism for the
violation of sexual conventions;
and the fear of motherhood. ow,
says Mr. Russell, woman has won
her economic emancipation; social
standards are more tolerant; and
contraceptive methods have removed the fear of motherhood: so
in the future cha tit on the part
of women will be a matter of taste,
for in the final analy is it wa
never the fruit of a moral imperati e. George Boas ha aid: "Chri tian ethi with the empha i upon
cha tity, obedience, acrifice, and
hone ty con titute the code of a
la e ociety, a code that become
embarra ino- to the pro perou
American Protestant." In other
word , take a, a the idea of right
and wrong-di carded b Ru ell
and Boas and ignored b Linde-
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man-and you have no limit to
the use of contraceptives northis follows by old-fashioned logic
-any limitation on habits of
"promiscuity" -for which good old
Anglo-Saxon has a number of
straight-forward verbs and nouns.

Lest W e Forget
THE turning of the years inevitably brings forgetfulnes
and it is good that it is so. Much
in the past is better forgotten, but
there is much, too, that our generation desperately needs to remember. August 1914-how far away it
seems and how tragically it has
been forgotten! August 1939-the
ilver anniversary of the beginning
of the World War with it awful
demonstrations that all the slaughter and the tears were wor e than
in vain-but the rulers of the nations do not seem to see nor to remember. Only twenty-five years
have passed and the econd World
War, we are told, ha already begun. We are warned that "an outbreak of ho tilitie on a grand

11

scale is to be expected before fall."
Is there no one who remembers?
There must be millions who have
not forgotten. The lingering pain
of a barren loss must still be with
them. If the dire predictions for
the fall once more prove false, it
will only be because of the millions in Germany and France and
England who still remember despite the weird distractions of propaganda and trumpets and flag.
Surely the world of 1939 cannot
convince them that the blood they
gave was given for the good of
their country or of the world. They
must remember, and their memory is the treak of ilver which
lines, however dimly, the black
clouds on our horizon. August
1939 must be for them a month of
piercing memory. In the bitter recollections of the e million i the
hope that the council table may
omehow yet precede rather than
follow the econd World War that
ontinue to threaten. Few generations have had deeper or mor
poignant rea n to remembe
than the g neration whi h in ugu t 1939 can recall the angui h of
ugu t 1914.

The
PILGRIM

By M. L.

KRETZMANN

"All the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side"
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

Goodbye to AU That
HE the sunset dust hangs
W low
over the Indian road
the weary pilgrim lower hi eyes
from the distant holy city and
ink to rest on the step of the
wayside shrine .... It is then that
the illage urchin borrow the pilgrim taff; re ts it in the crook of
hi arm, and, lo, a I night goe
forth to battle again t the demons
£ the darkne . . . . It matter
little for the joy of the jou t that
the demon ar localized and, on
the long uphill road to the hol
it , onl a irritating a gnat m

the beauty and glory of a lowering
sun ....
The Pilgrim has temporarily
surrendered his staff.... It has an
unfamiliar grip. . . . The ground
to be covered is in the nature of a
detour from the trodden path....
Saints are few in the hidden corners of the world .... And their
life span is short... .
A few idle thoughts, then, on
leaving the Occident. . . . And,
more particularly, this little corner of it. ... Eight years is not a
long time .... But the eight years
after l 930 were full years. . . .
America's prosperity turned out
to be a myth .... The .R.A. was
born and died .... The Republican Party hit a pop-fly to the infield .... Hitler took over Europe,
leading Mu solini by the hand ... .
Abyssinia .. Manchukuo . . .
China . . . u tria . . . Czechoslovakia . . . Albania ... Spain.
. . . Can't you see our grandchildren, if we are wi e enough to
keep our son out of transport
hips, cluster around to have u
tell how Kaltenborn co ered the
new ? ... It mu t have been like
that when the Hun e,ame out of
en tral
ia in the fir t century
and the Mono-ol in the i,' th ....
Men wondered , hat , as happening to their world .... Onl then
they had no time to , onder, and
prepare. . . .
When the
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grew dim on New York's horizon
eight years ago, the West was dying ... Sprengler had said so ....
And most of us believed it. . . .
Were even prepared to be in on
the last rites. . . . There was life
in the body, but the soul had already fled ....
Our little valley in South India
is no Shangri La. . . . News of the
outside world came up the river
and around the bend of the mountains .... The West wasn't living
up to expectations. . . . Europe
was as boisterous as in the sixteenth century. . . . America's
super-highways were filled with
high-powered, streamlined cars.
... And world's fairs were springing up like mushrooms in a pine
forest. . . .

When the Empire State Building came out of the clouds la t
year the We t was still very much
alive. . . . ew York was Maddening . . . oi y . . . Fa t. . . . A
far cry from the peace and quiet
of our alley. . . . Its impact wa
confu ing, nerve-racking. . . . We
dodged it myriad of car in
crowded treets . . . . Rode in it
bulging ubway . . . . tood on
Times quare for hour , fa cinated by i
ucce in turning
night into day. . . .
ere jo tled
by its million . . . .
ed by it
tremendou architecture.

I
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And then, slowly, but overpoweringly, a nostalgia for our
little valley began to grow. . . .
New York's gold was tinsel. .. .
There seemed to be no sense of
values.... No unity of life . . . .
No clear thinking on the distinction between means and ends. . . .
We longed to be with people
whose lives met on the comparatively uncomplicated plane of
human relationships . . . . Where
neither haste nor efficiency were
as highly valued as intrinsic
worth . ...
For all its fascination there
seems to be a hollow sound to the
noise of America's cities. . . .
Men's lives touch at a thousand
points . . . . Yet the touching i
only the casual rubbing together
of two particle . . . . eldom the
fusion and growth one i ju tifiecl
in expecting from the m eting of
two immortal oul . . . . Men and
women live side by ide for year,
within a hundred fe t of ea h
other.... And yet their live are
elf-contained cell , influ n ed,
perhap , by far-off oi e of the
pa t, but eldom by th warm, Ii ing oice of the pr en t. . . .
o one an tand at the edge of
the W t' younge t land and la t
frontier with ut a en e of wonder. . . . Without the unea y d ire to know why the
e t i in
a hurry. . . . o know where it i
going and hat it int nd to do
, hen it ge th re ... . I the g al
the attainment of an inner peace,
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· a unity with the natural forces of
the universe? . . . Or is it the
desire to exhaust the possibilities
of experience, the life of the
senses? Or is all the haste only a
means to an end, the accumulation of things, and more things,
without relation to their value in
making life happier and fuller?
. . . The acquisitive instinct elevated to a virtue? ...

A bill-board extols the American Way.... To an outsider it is
puzzling ... Highest living standards ... More cars ... More telephones ... More miles of superhighways . . . More schools . . .
Higher literacy ... Better housing . . . And yet . . . More neurosis . . . Less contentment . . .
More insane asylums .... Is it that
nothing is good unless it is integrated in the scheme of a fuller
life, a life of purpose? ...
The radio tells me that I need,
for success, for happiness, for comfort ... perfumed bath-salts, ...
a dozen different brands of facial
cream ... a hundred gadgets for
the automobile .... You know the
whole list ... I am being unconsciou ly conditioned for unhappine s. ... Every unfulfilled need,
however aware I am of its false
a sumptions, leaves a car. . . . I
am not permitted to e aluate my
own pos e ions . . . to conclude

that I have enough for comfort
and health. . . . I must live comparatively. . . . Someone else's
standards determine my place and
standing in society.... The cupidity of some manufacturer intrudes
into my private life, and my contentment is changed to uneasy desire for change .... A farewell to
the West means a farewell to a
land where the distinction between needs and Iu· iries has
largely been lost . . . where a
man's social position and his personal worth is of ten determined
by the abundance of his possessions ....
The American woman ha5 more
conveniences, less backbreaking
labor, a more comfortable home,
a higher social standing than her
sisters anywhere on the globe... .
And yet there are more divorces .. .
More unhappy homes . . . More
frustrated lives. . . . Farewell to
a land where marriage is built
on such an ephemeral basis as a
romantic attachment ... instead
of on the permanent foundation
of a partnership for the achievement of social, economic, and
physical benefit .... The former
should be a result of marriage, not
a cause ....
The land is unbelie ably large
and rich. . . . a t areas are underpopulated. . . . Immen e quantitie of food are de troyed to bolter up an un ound tandard of
Ii ing. . . . nd et ther e i Gary,
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and South Chicago, New York's
East Side, and the Pennsylvania
mining town. . . . There are
gaunt faces and undernourished
bodies. . . . Goodbye to a land
where they have and know not how
to use ....

Goodbye to a one-day per week
religion. · j, , • To the elder who
nods his .pproval on Sunday
morning to the minister's exposition of seventeenth century theology. . . . Drops an extra dollar
in the plate as a sign of a sent to
the abstract truths of a religion he
wears like a top-hat . .. . And then
grinds his employees to the bone
for six days . . . . Murders their
wives and children by slow starvation .... And, filled with the good
things of the land, makes afterdinner speeches extolling the present social order and condemning
those who iew with alarm . . . .
We cannot hide the responsibility
implied in Christian ethics with a
cloak of Christian doctrine ....
Goodbye to the churche which
exist like i land in their communities, obli ious of their repon ibility to ociet .... Which
do not rai e their corporate oice
again t the ocial evil of their
commumtie. . . . hi h migrate
with their member a their pro peri ty increa e . . . . ho e rea on
for e i tence i the care f a defi-
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nite cultural stratum of our society.... Have you heard it? ...
Why we couldn't stay in that
neighborhood. The negroes have
moved in on all sides .... Or the
Jews .... And yet we send men to
foreign lands to bring the colored
into the Church of Christ ... but
not too close ....

Goodbye to swing.... We have
heard some weird music in the bypaths of the Orient. . . . Mu ic
that gets into your blood .... That
throbs in your brain on hot, restless nights .... But at its worst it
is not so completely expres ive of
the disintegration of human life
as America's swing.... An indication of the loss of unity in our
lives .... Of the earth and earthbound... .
Goodbye to "Three Little
Fishes." . . . The lat word of
hopele re ignation in the fa e of
in oluble problems ....

o the little di Lant all y 1 k
ery green ju t now.... It i n
topia. . . . It ha it t ming
thou and . . .. It noi y bazaar .
... But an indu trial e on my ha
not yet broken the a ram ntal
uni n of man and nature. . . .
The go d arth thr ,
up her
bount . . . .
e laugh and ar
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· carefree in the market-place . . . .
The rains fail. . . . We watch
loved ones grow weak. . . . A pall
hangs over the valley as prices go
up and the last jewel is pawned to
buy food .... It is a simple life of
cause and effect, of birth and
growth, of disease and death. . . .
There is little surplus time or
energy for nerves and discontent ....
In our valley the noises are
human and animal noises . . . .
The air is heavy with human and
animal smells .... Eight years ago
a car a day would pass our house
on the main military highway....
Now there are no less than one an
hour.... The West is creeping up
on us .... We have a petrol pump
thirteen miles down the road to
the east and another thirty miles
to the west.... Then there were
only oil lights in the narrow,
twisted streets. . . . ow gaunt,
ugly electric light poles have replaced our spreading tamarind
trees. . . . Where bullocks circled
round and round and ground the
oil nut an efficient little motor
hums under the palm trees ....
There is till a difference in degree .... Only the first faint noises
of the West have reached us across
the mountains . . . . But there is
till a difference in kind .... The
Hindu iron merchant closes his
hop a little earlier, cycles out two
mile to the mi sion hou e, sinks
dm, n per piring on the erandah

and says, Tell me something about
God .... The Mohammedan cloth
merchant stops his high-powered
car at dawn, stands in front of the
radiator, faces Mecca, and says his
prayers in the dew of the morning .... The shepherd lad discards
his bamboo flute in favor of a
bakelite whistle made in Japan ....
But the hymn is still a hymn to
Krishna .... The cinema has come
to town .... But it is still the gods
and godlings of ancient Hinduism
who pass across the flickering
screen....

No farewell is complete without
regrets .... There are many....
The conveniences of the industrial
West. ... The comfort and speed
of her transportation .... The towering architecture of her great
cities .... Her freedom of speech
and love of intellectual controversy ....
Goodbye to long hours of quiet
companionship with those of similar cultural background and education.... A night before Christmas in a Chicago apartment with
heaven's gate opened by a saint of
the Church and "Komm, ii ser
Tod" throwing a brilliant light
o er a dark path ....
Goodb e to a wintry dawn o er
Lake Michigan ... To mphony
concerts ... To long hours in librarie and book tores ... To the
rich farm-lands of the Middle

August 1939
West ... To the patterned New
England landscape . . . To the
church bells on Sunday mornings ...
To stained glass windows with
their centuries of strength and
courage ... To crowded churches ...
To the Holy, Holy, Holy of a
vested choir in the hush of a cathedral, when all heaven is near ...
To the soaring Resurrection music
in a Chicago church on Easter
morning ... To men and women
with an unconquerable vision of
the unity of Christ's body....
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of the West will have taken place,
will rise out of the ashes of our
present disintegration? . . . The
solution lies in a revaluation of
our standards .... In a new concept of means and ends. . . . The
East knows the ends, the full life
in God. . . . The West has the
means to release us more and more
from physical disabilities .... To
make the path to the ends swifter
and smoother .... If the two should
ever meet... .
There was a man twenty centuries ago who came out of the
East into the We t .... Who saw
the conflict in its infancy .... Who
thought deeply on it. . . . Who
found the solution in a synthesi
of all the faculties of man and the
divine gifts of God . . . . And he
put it into two words . . . "In
Christ." ...

Was Kipling right? ... Shall the
twain never meet? ... Is it impossible that a brave new world, in
which a fusion of the East's vision
of the permanent values of life
and the inquiring, energetic mind
♦

To a Nightingale
Do you know what you are?
Do you know your own identity,
Singing in the cypre s gro e to a tar?
You are the oice of Beauty.
Oh, why, then, do you break your heart,
Dreaming to be an eagle
nd clea ing the morning mi t apart?
Lea e the eagle to their heigh ,
But ou ... gi e u song dm n the nights!
H LE

YRTI LA GE

From the diary of a traveler in
Germany who had eyes to see and
ears to hear-

VIGNETTES FROM
GERMANY
I
E WERE standing at our
hotel window in a western Austrian town, looking down over the street. Across
the way, on the corner, the shop
windows of a better class clothing
store were covered with iron bars.
The front door was heavily padlocked. By it stood a guard in
German uniform, rifle in hand.
Across the window "J ucle" was
scrawled in a gigantic hand. Along
the facade of the second story
"Gliickliche Reise nach Palestina," in white paint, stretched for
a quarter of a square. The maid,
blonde and pink-cheeked, was
straightening up the room behind
us. The sound of tramping feet
came down the street; the martial
strains of the Hor t We sel song
filled the room. Suddenly a tense
oice, "That i not our mu ic.
They are able to conquer u , but
the cannot touch our soul." We
turned in time to ee the blood
drain from the maid' face a he

W
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r~alized that she had spoken, before utter strangers, words that
had been treason for almost two
weeks.

II
The train had already started
when we maneuvered our way
with numerous bags down the
narrow side corridor, looking for
empty places. All the compartments seemed to be overcrowdedall but one at the far end, where
a man and a woman sat bolt upright, neither looking out of the
window at the early Spring landscape nor at the corridor where
the uniformed Brown hirts were
smoking. On inquiry, the re t of
the compartment turned out to
be unre erved. We ettled oursel e o er the remaining ix eats,
uncon ciou of the meaning of
the glance exchanged by the
Brown hirts in the corridor. t
each of the picturesque ustrian
station the man and , oman
would look ha til up and do" n
the platform and then re ume

I
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their study of the opposite walls
of the compartment. There was
no conversation. Their complete
disregard for our presence made
me want to, pinch myself to be
sure that the unreal atmosphere
of the past days had not affected
my corporeal existence. The entrance of the conductor farther
down the line was the signal for
an increase in their studied nonchalance. It was only when the
door of the compartment was almost closed and we overheard the
conductor tell the rest of the paisengers, "U.S.A.", that we realized
that our passports had given him
the key to a great mystery, namely
why we had preferred sitting with
Jews to standing in the corridor.

III
When the £re h loaf of bread
came to the table it was still warm.
Perhaps our exclamation of surpri e and pleasure was tactle s, but
we hadn't seen or tasted £re h
bread for days. Our ho tess gave
us the reason: "Our bakers are not
permitted to sell bread the same
day it is baked. The baker's wife
had no bread left from ye terday
and let me have thi £re h loaf
only becau e I told her that we
had company. General Goering
sa that people will eat two lice
of £re h bread when they , ill eat
only one lice of bread that i a
day old. And, be ide , it' better
for ou."

I
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IV
We were still eating breakfast
when Tante started putting on
her hat and coat. We must have
looked our surprise: she had been
outlining all the work that would
keep her at home that day. Her
tone was a little embarrassed.
"I must go to Munich to get
some onions from the market."
"But why all the way to
Munich, almost thirty miles?
Surely you can get some here in
the stores?" I asked.
" o, the week's supply has been
exhausted here, and no more will
be shipped in until the beginning
of next week," she said.
"Then why not send one of the
servants? Why wa te your time on
a half day's trip?"
"Because the vegetable man in
Munich knows us and will ell
them to me even though he know
I am from out of town. nd, besides, there is no one here I could
tru t not to ell the onion fo
three or four time their price
on the way home.
ny one of
our ervant would be p t r d by
hi fellow pa eng r on the train
all the way home and would not
be able to re i t the temptation
to make a little on the ide."

V
ur ho t had, in the h rt pa e
of en minute , 1 ft no doubt in
our minds that he ,
old on
the iihrer and all hi work . It
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• was not, however, until we were
out of the house and inspecting
his place of business that he told
me the reason for periodically
lowering his voice when he sang
the praises of the Nazi regime.
"You see," he said, "our maid
is a devout Roman Catholic and
believes that Hitler is the Antichrist. It upsets her almost to the
point of hysteria to hear him
praised. We will have to let her
go soon but want to spare her
feelings as long as she is with us.
Now, I know that you want to
ask me a great many questionsbut first let me ask you if you
notice any difference in the country and the people between now
and the time of your visit seven
years ago."
"Well," I hedged, "there are
unmistakable signs of pro perity.
There seems to be les unem ploymen t, more food in the shop windows, and some things, like the
new superhighway, certainly how
that the country is waking up.
But we cannot ay that the general a tmo phere of the country
and the attitude of the p ople i
one of happine . There eem to
be on all ide a feeling of unea ine , a if the people did not
quite tru t the method b whi h
they ha e r ei ed the e benefits.
The eem to be e pecting ome
di a ter to rob th m of their good
thin . What au e that "
" our qu tion" ur ho t replied, "betra r the fact that ou

are looking at Germany with the
eyes of a democratic American.
You take for granted that the
people have the right and the wish
to think and feel on these matters
and then try to interpret their
reactions. We do not question the
institutions of democracy or their
fitness for a country like America.
They may suit you, but they do
not suit us. We Germans must be
led; we must be told what to do.
Look what the condition of the
country was before our Fuhrer
came to power. There were as
many political parties as there
were citizens. The whole economic
and political scene was chaos because every man thought for himself. We were trying to put on a
shoe that didn't fit. Democracy
wasn't made for u. But now we
have only one thought and one
will-that of the Fuhrer. Look at
what we have accompli hed in five
years. Look at the new uperhighway . It would be impo ible to
build them in a democracy in such
a hort time. You would pend
year in debate, in pa ing law,
and in buying up propert . ou
would ha e to put dangerou
curve in it becau e omeone refu ed to 11 hi land. We ha e
none of the e difficultie . Our
Fuhrer de ide hm to do thin ,
and that i the end of it. \, e can
do more in three month than a
democrac can in three ear becau e" do not ha e to ,,ate time
in debate."
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This whole speech was punctu"How do you account," I
ated with other laudatory remarks asked, "for the stories of local opon the Fuhrer which I have omit- pression and persecution one
ted. My next question got closer hears from the people? Is that also
to our real difference.
part of your Fuhrer's plan?"
"How," I asked, "can a people
"That would be treason," he
with the cultural and intellectual said, "from any German. But you
heritage of the Germans permit Americans have no re pect for
themselves to be regimented in anything acred. The people comthis way?"
plain becau e they have not yet
"Regimented?" he laughed. fully appreciated the full impli"There is your American preju- cations of the Fiihrer's plan for
dice again. We are not regi- his people. They still think, at
mented. The true German be- least the old folk do, in term of
lieves passionately in German per anal and individual fr dom.
blood and soil and in the destiny That i an old-fashioned idea.
of his country. When a man does There is no freedom which intersomething in which he believes, feres with the welfare of the state.
you do not call it regimentation: As soon a their thinking has beyou call it faith!"
come tuned to the mind of the
"But why," I persi ted, "have Fuhrer, the e complaint will
so many of your best men of in- cea e. nd, to be hone t, whattellect found it impo sible to live ever irregularitie may tak pla e
in Germany and gone into volun- locally are often the re ult of th
tary exile?"
mi guided zeal of ome little
He laughed. "That i your Fuhrer."
American viewpoint again. In the
My lat que tion wa ba ed on
fir t place, the e are only indi id- the happening of the pre iou
uals, and individual do not count week . "If the Fuhrer ontinue in
in the German cheme of culture. hi pr ent path, i he n t likely
It i the race that mu t go for- to plunge ur pe int , ar?''
ward, not the indi idual. In the
" long," my h tan wer d, "a
cond place, ome of them were the iihrer i at the head f ur
Jew , for , horn there i no place nation, there , ill b n , ar. H
in German ' de tin . nd tho e d ir . nl p a e. It i11 nl y be
who are not J e, b birth are the int rf r n e f u i r in
Jew in their m ntal attitude, that the (ulfillm nt f ur d tiny a
i , they are both indi idual and th Fuhrer e it that will
international, and , e annot tol- " ar."
VI
erate either of the e in our erdri ing rain , a lo, ing up
man future."
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our trip down one of the new
superhighways. The driver of the
hired car seemed to be in his middle or late forties.
"What," I asked, "is the amount
of support Hitler gets from his
fellows in the government?"
"Hitler knows how to take care
of his partners," the driver answered. "You know what happened several years ago when some
of the conservatives thought he
was finished and they could take
over. For a day and a night no
one knew what was happening.
There was no news of any kind.
And then we learned that the
Fuhrer had cleaned up the whole
mess of them. Ah, that's the kind
of leader we want-a man who
won't stand for any nonsense. It
reminds me of my war days."

VII
"Do you see that man s1ttmg
alone-over at the third table from
the door?" asked the restaurant
owner, pointing to a di tingui hed,
gray-haired gentleman of about
sixty. "He has come here every
night for almost forty years, but
he misses occasionally now. He
sees that it is not good for my
business. As soon a he come in,
some of the cu tomers lea e. The
local party official ha e visited
me se eral time and threatened
a boycott if I do not e lude him
from the re taurant. I will not
do it. I went to hool , ith him.
He ha been a faithful friend

and a gentleman for a half century. He is one of the most cultured men in the town. His practice is ruined. He has no family.
His friends have left him. He lives
in an ever deepening twilight,
brightened only by the stein of
beer I am able to set before him.
It is not his fault that he is a Jew."

VIII
We worked our way up through
the trap door of the steeple, arriving at the platform where the
bells of the church had hung for
centuries. Our wives stood below
at the door, watching the road as
it curved down into the valley and
lost itself in the little village. The
church stood alone on a little hill.
"Perhaps," said my companion,
"we can talk here without being
overheard, although even these
walls, standing now for over half
a millennium, may have ears. I
know that you have been wanting
to ask me questions all day. We
cannot talk freely at home because we do not know how much
pre sure may be brought on our
maid to tell what she hears. You
know I ha e been under suspicion
for some time. We ha e had several visits from the secret police.
Our telephone conversations ha e
been tapped, and m wife Ii e in
fear that whene er I go out I
may not come home."
"What effect," I a ked, "ha the
pre ent ituation had on the
hur h in German ?"
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"It is the best thing that could attempts to do so, he is guilty of
have happened to us," he replied. violating the laws of the state, and
"The Church before Hitler was hence of treason."
loaded down with the dead weight
"What do you think is the fuof its hypocritical members. It was ture of the Church in Germany
bound to the state by its tradi- under the Nazi regime?"
tional subservience. Niemoeller's
"The Church's future was never
imprisonment has opened our brighter. We may have to, for a
eyes to the Church's higher duty time, become an underground
of obedience to God rather than church, a church of the catacombs,
to man. His case has become a but with renewed faith in a redisshibboleth in the Church. We are covered Savior, a Redeemer in
now sharply divided, and, al- every phase of life, a Fuhrer who
though we have lost in numbers, demands and will receive our unwe have been immeasurably qualified allegiance, the tristrengthened in spirit. The umphant outcome is assured. The
Church is once more coming out impact of the new paganism at
of its artificial state of compro- first sent us to the juniper tree, but
mise into its normal state of op- the sight of many times seven
position to the world. It is now thousand has opened our eye to
what it must be if it is to be a the strength of the Church."
true church of Christ, a church of
persecution and oppression. We Epilogue
Sunday morning in the Gerare once more calling our people
out of the world and strengthen- many of today i not the same as
ing them against the satanic in- it was seven years ago.
The early morning stillne is
fluences at work to obstruct the
broken by the ound of marlial
Gospel."
"How much truth," I asked, "is music, the tramp of many feet,
i e
there in the German statement the chorus of youthful
that no minister has e er been rai ed in prai e of the Fatherland.
persecuted for the sake of hi re- The youth of Germany · n the
march to the pen ountry.
ligion?"
A congregation of middle a ed
"It is all true. nd it is the
the
worst of lies. It depends on your and old only ace ntuat
·r1,
viewpoint.
o pa tor has e en empty pa e of the na e.
been charged in court , ith faith with golden pig tail down her
back, i the nly repre enta i e of
in Je us Chri t. But recent law
pas ed by the go emment ha e the pr ent gen ration. he
made it impo ible for him to mon doe not refer to the pr
make that faith operati e. If he it pictur the eternal.

ground that Britain is in trouble
now and needs money and goes
out in the highways and byways
of the world to beg or wheedle it
wherever she can. And so we have
now had a British King and Queen
as our guests.
It was pomp and circumstance,
sure enough. More than half a
million people saw the rulers ride
from the railroad station to the
White House. Six thousand soldiers, sailors, and marines and
1468
white-gloved
policemen
stood at attention along the line
of march. Then there was the
British Embassy garden party,
where the mightiest of the land
did homage to the heads of the
British Empire, followed by the
state dinner at the White House,
when the famous Dolly Madison
china and the gold flatware shone
on a horseshoe table laid for I 00
of our country's elect.
Music, cheers, the hospitality of
the richest land on earth, the
name of King George and Queen
Elizabeth on a hundred million
tongues-and then international
radio, wire photo, and the motion
picture bringing e ery mo ement
of the royal couple to the ix continents and to the radio and
screen room of hip on the e en
eas.
I have a er definite conviction
as to what the erdict of hi tory
will be regarding thi
i it of
ro alty to our hore and, indeed,
regarding the t, o per onage

THE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for
anything a man has to utter
that has not previously been
distilled in the alembic of
his life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

~
~ Their

royal

highnesses.

Their visit is no longer the subject of conversation. The newsreel pictures have gone through
the neighborhood-hou e . Those
far enough away from the glamor
of the royal pre ences may agree
with the opinion of the Charleston
(W.Va.) Gazette that thi i it was
simply "the coar e t and mo t
braz n sort of propaganda to attempt to e cite ympath for
Great Britain in thi country."
The ro al i it i e plained on the
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whom we so greatly honored. I
believe that a thousand years
from now only certain scholars,
specialists in the history of international relations of that dim
period of the early Twentieth
Century, will catch a glimpse of
the first visit of a British ruler to
the United States of North America. In some bulky tome the historian will take note of this fact
in a foot-note in small type. A
dozen other scholars working in
the same field will catch sight of
the foot-note and of these, five, or
let us say three, will remember
longer than a month the visit of
George and Elizabeth to Washington, D.C., in June, 1939.
No one, it is safe to say, will
remember King George VI; he
will be a name in the long list at
the end of the history texts-if the
world stands-meaning as little as
any name in the list of Egypt's
Pharaohs means to us today.
If three men of the early Twentieth Century will be remembered, one will be Adolf Hitler;
the other will be Benito Mussolini; and the third will be the
uncrowned British King who
spoke into the microphone at
Wind or Castle, late one evening
in 1937-" ow at long la t .
the woman whom I lo e.... "
They wanted to see Spencer
Tracy. They knocked down rtu-

ro Toscanini, but it happened
when they broke police line in

I
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order to get a glimpse of Spencer
Tracy.
It happened in London. The
famous orchestra conductor and
his wife had just made the passage
from New York on the Queen
Mary and had made the trip to
London by fast train. They were
greeted-or thought they were
being greeted- by a great mass
of humanity at Waterloo Station.
The pressure became too great on
the line of blue coats, and Toscanini was knocked down by the
surging crowd that was trying to
see movie actor Spencer Tracy,
whose arrival coincided with that
of the world-famous orchestra
leader.
This is an incident of the kind
that illustrates the age in which
we are living, as a flash of lightning brings out in sharp detail all
the outlines of a nightly landscape.
Arturo To canini arrive in
London and is knocked down by
a crowd that want to e a motion picture actor. Quite ymbolical of the per erted entiment
which elevat the heroe of th
screen above the great leader f
modern ci ilization.
On the front page, a pictur (
a third-rate creen arti t at the
tiller of a acht whi h he ha ju t
pre ented to one f the dozen
reigning glamor girl of he pre ent ear, the cut preading a ro
three column wi h fourt en-p int
legend and ab ut 50 w rth of
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cablegram: below to tell the story.
On the seventeenth inside page,
next to the furniture auctions, the
report of the death of one of the
electrical engineers who have
given us the long distance telephone.
No doubt the newspaper here
follows the trend of popular
favoritism. Children ten and
twelve years of age can mention
you more names of motion picture
artists than of presidents of the
United States. Amateur mimics
will imitate the peculiarities of
posture, walk, and voice of some
prominent Hollywood actor o_r
actress, with immediate recogmtion by the rest of the party. M~ntion to the same group-of high
school boys and girls, let us saythe names of the great Swedish
explorer of Tibet, the name of
the Danish scientist who discovered electromagnetism, the name
of the founder of the Red
Cross: and how many could identify them? They would know
Madame Curie and Dr. Pasteurbecause they were featured in the
movies!
There is something fundamentally wrong when popular
entertainers, prize fighters, perfect
thirty-sixes, and the men who
have batting average around .300
are acclaimed as national heroes
and heroines, if not worshipped as
demigods, while the men and
women who are the mainstay of
twentieth century culture are

practically unknown, ' if not literally knocked down by the mob
which wants a glimpse of a screen
idol.
There is a saving thought which
has been put thus:
·
Fame has no present, and popularity has no future.
~ O n c e a year. When
the
Associated Press reporter-or the
U.P. news-hound-is ordered to
cover a certain incident, he may
do one of two things: he may go
and attend to his chore, or he may
turn in a piece of literature. Somehow the reporter at Portsmouth,
New Hamp~hire, on May 29 registered the day of which Lichtenberg has said, "Every man is_ a
genius once a year." Told to wnte
a half-column on the depositing of
a wreath at the spot where the
Squalus was resting with its dead
on the bottom of the sea, he
turned in as fine a piece of reporting as we have read in a year.
Because it is worth your attention,
it is here reprinted in full.

A brown-haired girl kept a ghostly
rendezvous today with the sailor boy
who was to have been her bridegroom
but who lay in death on the ocean
floor-a victim of the submarine
Squalus' fatal plunge.
Not far from the point off the
Isle of Shoals, which marks the temporary tomb of her sweetheart, Sherman Shirley of Little Rock, Arkansas,
and 25 other heroes of the ill-starred
submarine, pretty Ruth De autel, 20,
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stood in the stern of the little lobster
boat Marjorie Ann and tossed a
small wreath on the waters of the
Atlantic. ·
It was her own Memorial Day
service for Shirley, for she will not
attend the public services at the navy
yard tomorrow.
The wreath bobbed on the waves,
as the girl, dry-eyed and silent, bowed
her head in private prayer. A stiff
wind rustled the ribbon on the floral
piece which was pulled, as though by
a magnet, toward the scene of the
disaster.
A somber company watched with
her in the wind-swept craft. Close
behind her was her sister, Mrs. Irene
Sculley, of San Pedro, California, herself a "navy wife," who had come to
Dover last week to be matron of
honor at Ruth's wedding Saturday,
but who stayed to be a mourner at a
"wake" on the high seas.
There were no dramatics, no tearful words. The little craft bobbed a
little as the swish of the wind and
the lapping of the waves provided
the only sounds of requiem. And
then, the slim girl resumed her seat
in the stern as the Marjorie Ann put
about for her home port.

This is masterful reporting. It
would be perfect did it not contain that single artificiality about
the floral piece' being "pulled,
as though by a magnet, toward
the scene of the di a ter."
It all depends what happen when an incident pa e
through the alembic of a fir t-rate
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reporter's mind. The reporter
who one day last summer was
"covering" the dreary round of
assault and battery cases in a
Pittsburgh police court heard the
complaint of Walter Pawlowski
against Andrew Sakas for bodily
injury due to drunken driving on
the part of Mr. Sakas. He jotted
down the names of the principal ,
of the police court magistrates,
and other details, went to the
City News Room of his newspaper
and then produced a masterpiece
which needed only the highlighting by the headline writer to be
what we would call a perfect piece
of reporting. Here it is:
Walter Pawlowski told police today
he never had been so surpris d in hi
life.
Andrew Sakas chimed in to ay that
he was surprised, too, but honestly he
had to sed off only five beer and wa
under control an the time, a point
which the police di puted.
Mr. Pawlowski i a WP workman
on a Hazelwood project, or at l a t
he was yei.terday.
11 was peace and alm both in
H azelwood and with Mr. Pawl wski.
The work wa progr ing nicely,
nob dy had been arou nd t tell the
boy how to vote, and it wa one of
tho e pleasantly o l day when a
f llow an " ing a pick or g to it
with a hovel with ut burning up
too mu h energy.
hen
r. P awlow ki betook himelf off to the portable r t r om for
a few minute of intro pe tion and
retr pection.
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Nothing Gay or Gaudy

It was a typical WPA portable
rest room, such as can be seen by the
scores around town. Nothing gay or
gaudy, but serviceable enough and
tight against rain, hail or wind.
Mr. Pawlowski was inside the
structure when the serenity of Hazelwood was suddenly broken by the
staccato roar of an oncoming motorist.
This was Mr. Sakas, who was sitting behind the steering wheel and
outside his five beers.
Either Mr. Sakas' aim was exceptionally good or extremely bad, but
as unerringly as a Corrigan heading
for Los Angeles and hitting Dublin,
he pointed the nose of his chattering
car straight at the temporary domicile
of Mr. Pawlowski.

Crash Heard for Blocks
There was, as might be expected,
a crash that could be heard for
blocks.
Mr. Pawlowski did not tell the
judge what thoughts were racing
through his mind while he was
rattling around like a shriveled walnut inside its shell. He didn't have to.
It doesn't take a judge to picture the
scene.
Companions of Mr. Pawlowski
raced to the fractured and splintered
structure, which had left it original
resting place and gone off like a
grounder to
rky Vaughan. They
hauled out the occupant and took
him to Montefiore Ho pital. There it
wa found his le£ t arm wa injured.
Mr. Pawlow ki admitted that although the arm pained him, it wa
his feeling that hurt mo t.
Mr. aka , \ ho had fled the cene

and had been apprehended in his
home at 4407 Chatsworth Street, was
held for court on charges of drunken
driving and hit-and-run by Magistrate Albert D. Brandon in Oakland
police court today.
And a new structure stands on the
WP A project in Hazelwood.

~ The Bottom Drawer. Along
comes one of our famous Eastern
publishing houses and places on
the market under the intriguing
title, The Mechanics of the Sentence, an English grammar text
for the use of substandard college
freshmen who, because of deficiencies in earlier training, require
special work in English. "Substandard freshman group" adds
another category to a very complicated civilization that doesn't
seem to be doing so well in the
three R's . . . . We read a little
yarn the other day which refa.ted
that the daughter was about to
put bread on the table for the
evening meal, when she discovered an error on the grocer's
part. She called out: "Mal O Mal
The bread i n't sliced!" The
mother came out and verified this
"outrage" and aid, " ell, take it
back.
o-we'll ha e him come
and get it!" . . . Reminding me
of the loud and fla hy Jew of the
big executi e type ho informed
the room clerk, when told that
only in ide room , ere a ailable,
that he wa "entitled to the be t
room in the hou e." I am till

,- - ~ - - -
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wondering what made him think which gives one a glimpse of the
so . . . I ran into the reception long ages that make up the history
given to the Crown Prince of of that strange land. I quote it in
Norway and his wife (sounds a its setting. "In the larger towns
bit funny) in the Palmer House on a market day one finds almost
and wondered what they could be an abundance of meat and vegechatting about with the privileged tables. But the prices are high, and
Chicagoans who held polite con- the people are without fund .
versation with them. I hope it was They have even dug into the
something more intelligent than graves, and the cash one buys in
the remark of Prince Olav when the exchange of a silver dollar is
visiting the stock yards: "You frequently covered with mud, the
don't waste much time! The other string containing coin many cenday in the Ford plant it was all turies old. Occasionally one picks
putting together. Here it's all up a coin from the Han Dynasty
taking
apartl"-Probably
the
(B.c. 200)." ... The British genetiDanish Crown Prince, who was cist Hogben occasionally relieves
expected the following week, a severe technical discussion with
could equal that by saying that in such mordant bits of criticism of
the Ford Plant they use modern the artificialities of our civilizascience to take the squeaks out, tion as this: "In rural surroundetc . ... An interviewer the other ings where children grow up in
day addressed the new Justice as contact with the recurren e of
"Dr. Frankfurter" and was gently parenthood in animal and plant
chided by Frankfurter on the the processes by which life r new
ground that his only formally itself are accepted a natural
earned degrees are those of Bache- events. In the city reproduction
lor of Arts of the College of the is an unwarranted intru ion £
City of New York and Bachelor hospital practice on the orderly
i tof Laws of the Harvard Law routine of a mechaniz d
School. ... There are some heights ence." . . . "My early and inof dictatorship not yet achieved vincible lo e for r ading, whi h I
by the modern imitation of would not ex hange for the treasapoleon. During the war in ure £ India." dward ibb n,
Portugal, assuming that Li bon Memoirs . ... The ea on f beauhad been taken, he wrote to Juno, ty conte t i up n u a ain, and
hi general: "Shoot, a , 60 per- it doe no harm t re ord ur
ntsons." (Lece tre, Lettres I nedites agreement , i h Jame
lagg, arti t an illu trade apoleon, an III, page 136) gomer
Lutheran mi ionary ·write
tor, who ha aid: "In selecting
from China a little ob ervation our Queen of Beauty we ha e

I
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substituted the tape-measure and
the make-up mask for the inner
light of the spirit. From long professional experience with these socalled 'beauties' I have discovered

that their lives, utterances, and
ideals are utterly lacking in significance; externally decorative,
they are inwardly a bleak and
sterile vacuum."

The Spaced-Out Bath
Some indignation seems to have been aroused by the
suggestion said to have been put forward at a meeting of
the Biggleswade Water Board that as an emergency measure working people should take a fortnightly, not a weekly, bath. To anyone who is inclined to look on personal
cleanliness as a class privilege a glance at the habits of the
past might be illuminating. Queen Elizabeth's custom of
washing her body "in fair water" before she was really
dirty was the subject of admiring comments in a contemporary diary, and in the household accounts of Edward
IV it is stipulated what payment shall be made to the
appropriate official if in any week the King shall wash
his head, legs, or feet. One is tempted to wonder what was
the proportion of "blank" weeks, and whether the portions of the royal anatomy were taken in regular rotation.
In at least one of the Cambridge colleges baths were
in talled le s than twenty years ago, and at the time a
story, doubtle s apocryphal, was current in the town that
one venerable don had oppo ed the scheme on the
ground that a term la ted only eight weeks.-Manchester
Guardian.

I
"Brother, you're a Christian. I try to be. But
it's mighty hard when you haven't eaten for
two days." •••

F ARMER, ST AY
WHERE YOU ARE~
By A.H. A.

JAHSMANN

I

HAD spent the week-end with
a friend just outside of Lenzburg, Illinois. Looking for a
shaded bench on which I might
scratch off a letter to him, I walked
around that large Reservoir Park
in Saint Louis. Even the benches
in the sun were occupied.
The face of each occupant told
the same story. "I do not have a
cent to my name. I myself am
worthless. I never will own anything or amount to anything. I see
no hope. I see no end. What's the
use of even moving? What's the
use of even living?"
The caretaker of the park came
by with his cart, picking up the
refuse from the lawn. s I sat with
my back against a sturdy product
of nature, I counted the empty
whiskey bottles that he picked up.
Ele en pints and even quarts in
my vicinity, 1 ing exhau ted behind trees and under the benche .
I wondered how many per on

had tried to stop living last night
in this park alone-had tried to
become oblivious of reality just
for another night, when, from behind me, came the sickening odor
of the thought. "Brother," whimpered the body out of which alcohol fumed, "you're a Christian. I
try to be. But it's mighty hard
when you ha en't eaten for two
days. I'm not asking for money,
but take me somewhere and buy
me a sandwich. I'm hungry."
I did, and came again to my
pot under the tree. everal eye
followed me. I felt for my igarette and he itated. My fear w
well grounded; for, as I tru k a
match, another approached me f r
a smoke. I ga e it to him. He tri d
to become fri ndly and t lked in
ob cure terms of ome day getting
hi share of 12 , 00,00 in a hington, inhaling t the b t m the
hile.
I became afraid-afraid £ the
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viciousness that might be lurking
in me if I were in similar circumstances. "Right now," he slowed
as he came to his climax, "I've
been wondering how my stomach
would take to a nickel hamburger,
and just how I might go about
getting it."
The ripple that one gets up his
spinal cord after peculiar experiences ran up mine, and seeing another coat under an arm amble
across the lawn, I forced a "Sure,
here's a dime" and packed up.
As I walked through the park
and passed a man lovingly folding
a piece of newspaper that he had
fished from the rubbish basket
(probably for his shoes), and another, diligently and carefully
peeling off silver from cigarette
packages (for which he received
three cents a pound), I saw again
that happy family on the farm in
Lenzburg, Illinois.

Contrast
I had arrived there on Friday
night, at about eight. The menfolk were till in the barn, milking, having cut grain until dark.
"What a life," thought I-"a fifteen-hour working day!"
Little Jim wa the fir t to see
me. With Shep be ide him, he
danced over the pebble with his
bare feet. "Come on down," he
houted, "my cow had a calf; and
i he a dand I" Pulling me past
the milker , who kept right on

stripping as they greeted me, Jim
peered with pride and excitement
through a pen at the far end of
the barn. "There she is," he
smiled, "how do you like that?"
I assured him, gazing with false
wonder at every twitch of the
animal's tail, that she was a "humdinger." But when Jim innocently
asked, "Don't you wish you _had
one?" I began again that curious
habit of mine of feeling out the
crevices of my teeth with the tip
of my tongue. He had started a
train of thought.
Milking over, a couple of the
boys (there were eight altogether)
wiped their hands down the side
of their pants and "put it thar."
"Just in time for a bite; hope you
haven't eaten yet," Bill struck out
with a friendly cuff. I had had a
plate lunch three hours before,
but I agreed to join them.
lh unconscious appreciation of
the cordiality, I beat Red to one
side of the milk can.
Bill and
I climbed up the grade to the
house, I refused to notice that the
edge of the can wa cutting my
ankle. I wa glad to carry the
milk. I don't know why. Perhap
it seemed more real, having ju t
come from a cow. Perhaps I felt
part of the energy thi food would
bring to other . Regardle of the
rea on, I enjo ed holding on to
the ide of the can.
We swung the can into a
trough of cold" ater for the night
and filed into the hou e. While I,
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tra sburg and Cologne have often been compared archit C·
turall . There i no doubt that the i hundred ear, . p nt
on the building of Cologne held more lo. el y to a unifi d
plao, but Stra burg how the changing mood in the think•
ing, cultural and art tandard of the people. he pi Lur
. how the plendid portal of the West Front.

Das Strassburger Muenster

The t mpanum of the center portal . how. the Pa ion of our
Lord, and, in the uppermost portion Hi
seen ion. Of
magnificent proportion. , thi. . tone-carving i. one of the
wonder o( medieval art.

I

he magnificent organ, in a remarkahl heauliful ,
d
case, hangs u pended fift feet abo e the floor I elw n
two of the . e en great column of the choir.

Das Strassburger Muenster

The Sou th Portal i flanked by the figures of "The
Church" and "The Synagogue." In thi picture "The
Church" i shown crowned with glor , upholding the Cr
and with the chalice, ymbo1ic of Christian Service, in her
hand.

"The Synagogue," how the figure of a woman , ilh the ta ff
of power broken in her right hand and her e · blindfolded, again t the peaut and truth of Chri t'. re,·elation.

I

The Pulpit is of Gothic design and dates from 1485. It
was designed hy Hans Hammerer and ha beautiful statues
of the Twelve under intricate canopies. The center panel
shows Christ on the Cross with Mary and St. John. Six
ornate pillars carry the pulpit.

I

The interior view of the Cathedral, looking toward the
pulpit. The exqui ite harmony of the soaring arch and the
solidity of the great pilla mak thi interior one of the
fin t in the world.

he death of Mary from the tympanum of the Somh portal
is one of the oldest stone-carvings in the entire church.
Surely, Meister Erwin gubernator fabricie ecclesie, deserves

the praise of the XX century for the wonders he performed
and laid out for future generations, before his death at the
end of the XIII century.

I_
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with absolutely no feeling of horror at the thought, bathed my
arms and my face in the family
basin and dried myself with the
family towel (somehow those people seemed cleaner beneath their
dirt), Bill proudly told me exactly
how many bundles he had shocked
that day, his average per minute,
how long the snake was that he
killed, how much he had paid for
his straw hat, why he had painted
it, and what a great ball team they
had.
Shirt sleeves rolled up and hair
soaked down, I was led into the
basement-of all places to eat one's
meal! I felt roaches and centipedes
crawling all over my sophistication.

Food
But only on the first three steps
down, for as I neared the bottom,
the full force of the food knocked
my sophistication back to the city.
Sizzling chicken on a Friday night
-without expecting company!
While mother and her two
daughters glided from a conveniently built cupboard to a refrigerator (ye ) and back to the tove,
I felt like the woman who, while
watching an Indian weaving a
de ign, had remarked in German
to her companion that he had
not thought Indian were that intelligent; to which the Indian anwered in Gennan that he thought
the ame of them.
ot only was the ha ement an
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adjustment to the cook in tead of
the cook an adjustment to a little
kitchen built for two and u ed by
six, but the room also accommodated the men while they waited.
A pool table at one end wa being
used by Tom and Allan when we
came down. The rest of u
watched intent! y from ou he
along the wall. It was a family
activity, father and brother offering suggestions to one or the other
in absorbed intere t. Even mother
noticed a better possibility with
the eleven ball than with the
three as she passed.
The food steaming on the table,
everybody gathered around (there
were fourteen of us), and all cooperated in getting the benche
close to the table. fter prayer by
the nine son (age
ev n t
twenty-seven) in uni on, I wa
showered with f od from fi e
ides. There were, be ' id
the
chicken and h ap o( r amy
ma hed potatoe , bean fr m the
garden, tomat e from the gard n,
apple sauce from the liar, abbage from the garden, radi h
from the gard n, onion , 1 ttu e,
and beet from th g rd n, b ad
and cake from the pan, h rr
auce from the llar, pie ma
berrie pi k d d wn
the Ian
in the aftern n, and h memad
i e cream t t p th pi . n h ur
lat r, Bill and I
nt out t th
Id wooden wing on the fr n
la n.
In hi fir t t o ear a
rth-
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western, Bill's one ambition had
. been to free himself from the land.
"There's no future in farming," he
had often flipped out to me after
reading again some of his mother's hopes in his mail. "Who
wants to be a farmer?"
And then his father had to be
sent away for rheumatic treatment. Bill, the oldest son, had to
stay home the following year and
help his mother.
Now, as the cars zoomed past us
to the city, that urge of Bill's came
back. I felt it surging in every
question. "What do you do
now?"-"How much are you making?" -"What are your hours?" "You live in a hotel?" I didn't
know the answer to the urge as
we creaked back and forth on the
swing.
Next morning, it was late when
I gave in to the birds beyond my
window. I borrowed grandfather's
pants and mother's old straw hat
for a day in the field. She fixed
up a basket of summerwurst sandwiches for me to take along, and
throwing a jug of water over my
right shoulder, I whistled for Shep
and proudly plodded off.
Now that I think back, I must
ha e acted like a twelve-year-old
(I am older). Fir t I imagined myself Robinson Crusoe, then Rip,
then one on an important mission. I felt big. My spirit didn't
soar; it whizzed up. In fact, it
almo t got away.
s I near d
those rippling brown bodie , bare

to the waist, I longed to be strong,
to drip from head to foot in real
productive work-productive work
on the land: to help gather up
God's gifts.

Sunday
Next morning, following chores,
all went to church four miles
away. It was only a little oneroom brick building, and the
eleven families didn't even fill it;
but nine groups were already
standing around the church when
we arrived. T~e old building had
just been tuck-pointed to keep it
together for a few more years.
While the members admired and
felt the smooth new sides of their
church, one of them went about
taking up contributions to cover
the one-hundred-dollar cost. He
was short only four dollars when
the bell rang.
The drive to and from church
was a course in the history of the
community. To my left was a barn
that the wind had blown down
two summers ago. At this corner
a car had run into Uncle Ed's
wagon, breaking his neck. 0 er
the hill Ii es Bill Hensey, who
raised turkeys by the hundreds
until his hatchery burned last
ummer.
That night I didn't lea e ju t
Bill; I left all thirteen of the
family to which he belonged. ow
I recalled, too, that la t remark
Bill had made to me. omething
about looking for a job in the city
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in a few weeks. My feet pointed a
little straighter as that urge of his
family crashed through my brain.
I knew what the answer was and
didn't have to chew my pencil for
words:"Dear Bill,
"Looking for a shaded bench on
which I might scratch off a letter
to you, I walked around that large
Reservoir Park on Grand Avenue.
Even the benches in the sun were
occupied.
"The face of each occupant told
the same story. 'I don't have a
cent to my name. I myself am

worthless. I never will own or
amount to anything. I see no end.
I see no hope. What's the use of
moving? What's the use of even
living?'"
I wrote Bill what I had seenthe empty whiskey bottles, the
despair of men without hope, the
furtive pleas for a dime-and I
said: "Bill, stay where you are.
You are close to the good earth.
The cities that man has made will
not be good to you. They can destroy all you know and love. Stay
where you are-for there is our
strength and our hope . . . . "

Pepys on Blood Transfusion
No one would have been more interested in the present
call for volunteers for the blood-tran fu ion service than
Samuel Pepys, for the diari5t was "in at the beginning" of
the early experiments on tho e lines. He record hi meeting with a doctor who had tran £erred blood from one
animal to another. As blood wa then popularly con idered to be the determining factor in a man' temper, he
was greatly intere ted in the idea.
"It be of mighty use to men's health if the man f bad
blood might borrow from the better body," he wrote. "I
wonder what change would take place in an ngli h ar hbi hop if he were to be tran fu ed with the bloo of a
quaker."-Manchester Guardian

I
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MUSIC
and
Music Make:rs
By

WALTER

A.

HANSEN

Something About Music Study in
Our Land and Words of Praise
for a New Edition of Orchestra
Scores.

h

It is the function of art to

t1f create beauty, to give it form
and substance; it is the province
of aesthetics to di cover what art
has brought into the world, to
evaluate its qualities, to point out
it excellence and it defect , it
highlights and its hadow , it
summits and it creva e . Ta te
will alway play a prominent role
in the work of the ae thete, no
matter how aliantly he may
tri e to free him elf from it pera i e influence; but unle we
bear in mind that the e aluation
and the interpretation of art in
it manifold manife tation mu t
be ba ed on wide learning ac-

curate knowledge of details, and
persistently painstaking research,
we shall never cast anchor in the
harbor of adequate understanding.
Development of the appreciation of the tonal art in our fabulously wealthy nation has been
decidedly noteworthy in some respects and signally sluggish in
others. The concert business continues to thrive. Singers and instrumentalists from abroad-both
those who owe their prominence
to indisputable ability and those
who have been hurled into public
notice by nothing more nor less
than extremely clever publicitymongering-have long since realized that the fees paid in our land
are much larger than the impresarios of other countries are
able to disburse. Yet we find that
in the domain of the Stars and
Stripe the business of promoting,
selling, and pre enting concerts is
largely in the hands of two organization -the Columbia Concerts
Corporation and the BC Arti ts'
Ser ice. Is it altogether unfair to
conclude in all friendline that
thi tate of affairs point with
pertinent directne to a deeper
intere t in the mone -making potentialitie of mu ic than in a
burning de ire to fo ter a com prehen i e tud of the art itself? The
"ci ic" ( BC) and "community"
(Columbia) concert a ociation be, are of confu ing the t\ ain attered throughout the length
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and breadth of the United States,
depend for their success to an
exceedingly great extent on the
eagerness with which many women
and some men seek to gain social
prominence by being identified in
a conspicuous manner with cultural enterprises. Perhaps, as the
seasons go rolling by, the managers, the impresarios, and the
publicity-seekers will eventually
absorb such wisdom as will lead
them to effect a combination of
profit-making and limelight-hunting with actual contributions to
the study of music over and above
what is accompli hed by the presentation of the concerts themselves. In that event, both the art
of tone and the craving of the
pocketbooks will be served infinitely more efficiently than i
being done at the present time.
There is urgent need of a greater
amount of vision in the concertworld.

Orchestras Accomplish Much

h For decade , the important
t1f ymphony orche tra in the
large citie of our country ha e
been rendering an in aluable ervice to mu ic, and in the recent
years there ha been a eritable
mu hroom growth of "hat are
known a ci ic orche tras.
he
latter render eoman er ice to
the cau e whene er the are not
hampered b the ontrol of men
and worn n , h are oncerned
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with the art itself to a lesser degree
than with an itch to enhance their
own prestige. It is all too true
that the vagaries of that strange
something called human nature
sometimes conspire to make the
tempo of genuine progress larghetto rather than allegro.
In the field of composition we
have had our Stephen Collins
Foster, our Edward Alexander
MacDowell, our John Knowles
Paine, our Charles Tomlinson
Griffes, our George Whitefield
Chadwick, our Horatio William
Parker, our Charles Martin Loeffler, our Henry Hadley, and our
George Ger hwin. Today we have
Edgar Stillman Kelley, Daniel
Gregory Ma on, John Alden Carpenter, Ernest Bloch, Howard
Han on, Deem Taylor, Edward
Burlingame Hill, Roy Harri , and
many others. It would be a tragic
mi take to declare with pontifical
finality that jazz and it dev tee
are wholly negligible quantiti .
William Fo ter pthorp, Jame
Gibbon Huneker, Philip Hale,
and Henry Krehbiel wi lded the
pen of riti i m with uncommon
a umen and far-rea hing helpfulne , and we ar fortunate ind d
in till ha ing a man f the int Ile tual tature of Lawr n e ilman t in tru t, dif y, and guide
u in our ritical thinking. Among
the few mu i I gi t of un hall ngeable eminen e th r ar
arl
n 1,
tt
Kinkeldey,
fred
in t in, and Hugo L i htentritt.
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The unspeakably flimsy courses
· in music appreciation doled out
in so many of our schools can
accomplish very little real good.
Network broadcasting has aided
tremendously in promoting the intensive study of the art, and the
phonGgraph, combined with the
wellnigh miraculous results obtained from the constantly improved technique of recording,
has done even more than the
radio. Books dealing with the
lives and the achievements of composers and enlarging upon sundry
aspects of music are becoming
more popular and more saleable
from day to day, and it is growing
increasingly hazardous for halfbaked authors and commentators
to palm off their superficialities
and their drivel.

Down to the Roots
~ What we need most today is
• · an earnest and wide pread desire to go down to the very roots
of things. It is an axiomatic fact
that the cla sics in mu ic are works
of permanent value. s that di tingui hed British scholar, J. W.
Mackail, wrote ome year ago in
a book on the Roman poet, irgil,
cla ic "ha e not a mere hi tori al
alue or a mere antiquarian interest"; they "actually grow in itality and significance with the
proce of time, as the ab orb and
in orporate into them el es an
added olume of intermediate

imagination and significance."
"They are at once set in perspective by distance and enriched
by history," and of their colors it
can justly be said that they "tone
rather than fade." But students of
music cannot appreciate the
classics to the full by merely hearing them performed. It is of vital
importance to give close attention
to the texts. Those who have not
yet experienced the genuine joy
and the marked growth in understanding which can be derived
from listening to orchestral works
with the scores in hand will surely
be delighted to the very quick
whenever they find it possible to
do so.
For many years, miniature
scores have been available at reasonable prices; but never before,
to the knowledge of this writer,
has there been a set of books of
this type to surpass in excellence
the International Music Edition
Orchestra Score Library, which is
being edited by the eminent
scholar, Dr. Leichtentritt, of Harvard Univer ity (Books and Music, Inc., ew York). So far, four
volume have been i ued, containing e en overtures and the
fir t three
mphonies of Beetho en, the Haydn Variations and
the fir t and second s mphonie
of Brahms, and the Pathetic
Symphony, the Romeo and Juliet
Overture, and the I8I2 Overture
of Tchaiko k . The format of
the book i con enient, the print-
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ing is unusually fine, a carefully
prepared piano reduction is given
at the bottom of each page, and
the biographical and analytical
material, written by Dr. Leichtentritt, is by no means the skimming
tale of a traveler's survey of countries viewed from some distant
height. It is, in the best sense, an
account of a prolonged sojourn.
It is founded on profound learning and is the product of the
wisdom of a highly cultured mind.
Three pertinent statements
culled from Dr. Leichtentritt's
scholarly contributions to the first
four volumes of the series will be
singled out here for brief comment. When he says of the marvelous legacy handed down by
Beethoven that "only later generations have gradually begun to
understand the profound message
which the last six piano sonatas,
the last string quartets, the ninth
symphony, and the Missa Selemnis
convey to the world," he gives expression to a truth which flippantly inclined and shallow-brained
detractor of the great master will
do well to ponder day in and day
out. When he declares that "it is
difficult for foreigners to undertand why the 'innovator ' (Dargomisky, Borodin, Ce ar Cui,
Balakireff,
Mou sorgsky,
and
Rimsky-Kor akoff) did not con-
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sider Tchaikovsky a composer as
nationalistic as they themselves
claimed to be," he gives those
critics who, for some strange reason, still persist in telling us that
the music of the creator of the
Pathetic Symphony is not authentically Russian in character something to chew on. But when he
asserts that the symphonic music
of Brahms "represents orchestral
chamber music in larger proportions," the writer of this article,
for one, shakes his head in emphatic disagreement.
Dr. Leichtentritt's Everybody's
Little History of Music (Associated Music Publishers, New York)
is used in many colleges and conservatories. The first edition of his
monumental work, Music., History, and Ideas., reviewed in the
April issue of THE CRE SET, was
exhausted in four months. He
writes me that his eminently
succes ful Musikalische Formenlehre is ready for publication in a
careful tran lation into Engli h.
For two year, he ha been preparing a comprehen ive History of
the Motet, ba ed on his eschichte
der Motette., but much enlarged
and brought up to date. Unfortunately, hi two olum , entitled
Analysis of Chopin's Complete
Works, ha e n t et been d ne
into ngli h.
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Recent Recordings
JOHANNES BRAHMS. Rhapsody for Alto, Male Chorus, and Orchestra,
Opus 53, Dein Blaues Auge, Der
Schmied, and Immer Zeiser wird
mein Schlummer. Marian Anderson, contralto, the male chorus of
the University of Pennsylvania
Choral Society, and the Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene
Ormandy.-There is but one adjective which adequately describes
the singing of the famous Negress.
That adjective is "glorious." Her
voice, marvelously rich in color,
range, and gripping expressiveness,
is guided by a scrupulous regard
for the dictates of artistry at its
purest. Victor Album M-555.
HARL McDONALD. Concerto for Two
Pianos and Orchestra. Jeanne
Behrend and Alexander Kelberine
in conjunction with the Philadelphia Orchestra under Leopold
Stokowski.-There is much substance in this work. The rhythmic
buoyancy, the life, the da h, and
the fascinating melodic swirl of the
third movement, a ]uarezca, are
irresistible. Victor Album M-557.
CARL PHILIPP EMA UEL BACH. Concerto in D Major. Scored for mall
orchestra by Maximilian Steinberg.
The Boston Orchestra under Serge
Koussevitzky.-The excellent recording of this fine compo ition,
played with stirring tonal beauty
by the Bo tonians, is an e ent of
out tanding importance. ictor Album M-559.
CH RLE To ILI so GRIFFE . Two
ketches for tring Quartet, Based
on Indian
Themes.
HARLES
WHITEFIELD CHADWICK. Andante

Semplice, from the Quartet in E
Minor. The Coolidge Quartet.Your commentator is convinced
that the two sketches by Griffes
(1884-1920) are on a higher plane
than the same composer's muchplayed and transparently Debussyan The White Peacock. The excerpt from Chadwick's (1854-1931)
Quartet is melodious and wellwrought. Victor Album M-558.
PETER !LYICH TCHAIKOVSKY. Serenade
in C Major, for String Orchestra,
Opus 48. The B.B.C. Orchestra
under Sir Adrian Boult.-Even
though portions of this work seem
to reveal its creator's veneration for
Mozart, the composition as a whole
is Russian to the core. The Waltz
is universally known, and the
rollicking Finale bubbles over with
joyful abandon. Victor Album
M-556.
BosToN "Pops" Co CERT. Conducted
by Arthur Fiedler.-Excellent performances of the Overture to RussIan and Ludmilla, by Michael
Glinka, Five Miniatures, by Paul
White, Deep River and Nobody
Knows de Trouble I've Seen, as
orchestrated by . J acchia, Eduard
Strauss' Doctrinen Waltz, the Intermezzo from Goyescas, by Enrique
Granados, and the Polonaise from
Tchaikovsky's Eugen Onegin. Victor Album M-554.
FRA z PETER SCHUBERT. Symphony
o. 4, in C Minor ("Tragic"). The
ew York Philharmonic- ymphony
Orche tra under John Barbirolli.
ymphony o. 5, in B Flat Major.
The London Philharmonic Orche tra under ir Thoma Beecham.
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It is an exhilarating experience to
hear and to compare these two imperishable masterworks. Both were
written in 1816, when the marvelously gifted composer was only
nineteen years of age. Sir Thomas
proves beyond question that he is a
far more capable conductor than
his countryman, Mr. Barbirolli.
Victor Album M-562 and Columbia
Album M-366.
FREDERIC FRANCOIS CHOPIN. Etudes,
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Opus 10. Edward Kilenyi, pianist.
-Chopin's Etudes are infinitely
more than mere studies to bring
about technical proficiency. They
are masterpieces of poetry in the
best sense of the word. The dominant characteristics of Mr. Kilenyi's
readings are a vast imaginative
range, profoundness of reflection,
sensitiveness,
elegance,
clarity,
truthfulness, point, and maturity.
Columbia Album M-368.

An Assault on Christianity
Man is being reduced to an article, to a soulless automaton. His daily life i being regulated by the police whi tle
and the revolver. He has lost the freedom of hi hand , his
intelligence, and his conscience. Must this scandal of hi tory continue forever? Is there then no phy ician? Yes,
there is. One last hope. One last solution. If the Chri tian
Church would yet, in this late hour, under tand that the
attacks on the Jews, as they multiply in our day, are but a
prelude to an assault on Christianity ... th re i still hope
. . . not only of sa ing the J ewi h people from frightful
disaster, but hope of saving society! The hur h, whi h
is now almost left a ide by life, remain ne erthele "the
only organized force of the e t who e heartb at ould
be made to be felt to the end of the earth."-PIERRE o
PAA E in hi "Da of Our Year ."

Books-some for all time and all men-some
for this time and generation-some for nothing and nobody.

THE LITERARY SCENE
ALL UNSIGNED REVIEWS ARE BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF

the theologian must write for
thousands who are totally unfamiliar
with the theological apparatus of expression. Undoubtedly the day will
come when the average reader will
be as familiar with theological terms
as he is at present with scientific and
political expressions.
In the meantime, it is almost obvious that every Christian should have
a concise and cogent statement of his
faith at hand. We may have our
Bibles and Catechisms somewhere in
the room, but too seldom do we have
at hand a good dogmatics or an authoritative and positive statement of
the faith we hold.
All this is an elaborate introduction
to one of the best of recent books
on Chri tian doctrine, Dr. Ylvisaker's
concluding volume of a trilogy dealing with the personal a pects of the
Christian faith. The preceding volumes, The Glory Road and Faces Toward God, empha ized the de otional
aspects of the Chri tian faith.
o
Other Way can be u ed as a te tbook
on the primary Christian doctrine .
In the mid t of uncertaintie created
by our tate men, cienti ts, and
arti ts it i rea uring to la hand
n a book built on bedrock.

For Sinners Only
NO OTHER WAY. By N. M. Ylvisaker. Augsburg Publishing House,
Minneapolis. 1938. 255 pages. $1.00.
ESPITE counter-opinions, theology is still an exact branch
of learning. There are those who insist that theology has too many variables and that its absolutes depend on
vague premises. Theology still demands sharp, clear, and precise thinking. Opponents of the University of
Chicago's president have recently
made that uncomfortable discovery.
The only variable theology has to
deal with is the human being.
There are very few great living
American theologians. The previous
generation produced several great
exegetes and dogmaticians. Today
there are only popularizers of theology. This is not to detract from
the work of our modern theologians
because there is a rea on and neces ity
for such popularization. The theologians of ye terday wrote for the
layman who was a theologian. They
could employ a terminology that was
ab tru e and frequently a nthe i of
Ari totle and quina, Luther and
Baier, and get away with it. Today

D
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Dr. Ylvisaker follows the pattern of
Luther's Catechism in presenting the
fundamental teachings of Holy Scriptures. He was determined, he says in
his introduction, to have the book be
both positive and confessional. Certainly there are copious quotations
from the mighty confessional writings
of the Lutheran church as well as
statements by Lutheran theologians
ranging all the way from Gerhardt to
Kierkegaard.
The heart of the book i5 in the
chapters on the Apostle's Creed, the
great credo of the Christian's faith.
In the essays on repentance, conversion, regeneration, justification, and
sanctification, Dr. Ylvisaker grows
eloquent. For example, on conversion
he writes, "Christian conversion goes
far beyond the idea of moral change.
Conversion, to be effective before
God, leads the sinner into the very
presence of God, into the presence of
Hirn who because He is holy cannot
tolerate sin. When, standing there,
the sinner suddenly realizes the
enormity of the fact of sin as God
sees it, then a transforming miracle
takes place. The sinner sees himself as
he is, sees his awful sinfulness. . . .
So conversion means contrition and
faith, and no truly awakened sinner
who stands before God will feel inclined to argue away that double
fact."
In the chapter on Justification, the
major chord of the faith, Dr.
Ylvi aker insists that "Christianity i
not a religion about inner . It is the
religion for sinners. Its chief the is i
how sinners are reconciled , ith God
and how God ju tifie the inner....
Ju tification i not a proce in man.
It is a foren ic act , hi h take place
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in the heart of God.
The cause
of our justification is Christ and His
righteousness."
At this time of the year lists of
books for summer-reading make their
appearance. This reviewer offers the
suggestion that No Other Way should
be bought, then placed in an accessible spot. Perhaps it is a startling suggestion. No one does read theology in
summer. It just isn't being done. Despite that, buy and read No Other
Way. Start reading that best-seller
you were dragooned into buying;
then switch to No Other Way. The
contrast will be as stimulating and
refreshing as a cold shower on a sultry summer afternoon.

Willing to Pay the Price
LUTHERAN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED
STATES. By Walter H. Beck. Con-

cordia Publishing House, St. Louis,
Missouri. 1939. 445 pages. 2.50.
HIS study, "A history of the development of p,rochial chools
and synodical educational poli ie
and programs," is by far the mo t
comprehensive and complete study in
the field of Lutheran elementary education the reviewer has e n. It attempts to discu the development of
Lutheran elementary chool fr m the
Colonial period to the present in relation to religiou , racial, cultural, economic, o ial, political, and edu ational trend . It take in u h a op
of material that thi reader had me
diffi ulty here and there in following
the thread of the a ount.
n the
, hole, hm e r, the book r ad ea ily,
and it o rcome the di ertati n
handi ap
ery , ell.
he bibliogra-
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phy of 16 solid pages of documents
• and accounts, gives some indication of
the scope of the study.
AROCHIAL elementary schools
P have
been fostered in the United
States principally by two church
bodies, the Catholic Church and the
Lutheran synods. In the case of the
first, we are confronted with a powerful, well-organized and unified body.
It is probably the acme of perfection
in organization, from both a structural
and a functional point of view, if sheer
power and co-ordination of effort are
the first considerations. By contrast,
the Lutheran church bodies present
quite a different picture. In the words
of Professor Beck, "The history of the
development of more than sixty individual synods in the Lutheran Church
in the United States reveals quite
distinctly the individualistic character
in organization and efforts . . . " (p.
220). The situation becomes even
more complex when it is recalled that
in general the local congregation is
supreme in the choice of the type and
kind of educational program it wishes
to follow. In public education the
statement, "Education is the function
of the state," is frequently made.
Theoretically the statement i true.
Yet the local school districts, of which
there are more than ten thousand in
some tates, have zealously guarded
their individuality and insi ted upon
local control. In general, the Lutheran
pari h has functioned much like the
local school district. In the one as in
the other, there ha been a omewhat
unified trend. Local initiative, control, and respon ibility have brought
the problem of education close to
the people, whether in the public

school district or in the local congregation. Despite its tendency toward disunion, local control thus has
obvious advantages.
As the common school history of
the various Lutheran bodies is traced,
one finds a similar pattern in most of
them. First there is a considerable emphasis on the need of Christian and
parochial schools; then follows a slowing down of zeal, characterized by neglect. As the synods grow, the schools do
not grow proportionately. The period
of neglect is usually followed by a
renewed emphasis on the need of
Christian schools, which may or may
not be accompanied by an upswing in
the number of schools and the enrolments. The final period is usually one
of decay, in which the school disappears almost entirely and is replaced by institutions requiring less
effort and fewer sacrifices. The final
period may also include a vigorous
defense of the Sunday school and
similar institutions, and here and
there an attack upon the effectiveness
of the Christian day school.
The notable exception to the foregoing pattern is found in the sister
synods of the Synodical Conference,
which today maintain the largest
Protestant elementary school system
in the United States. These schools
are typical American school emphasizing religious instruction as a vital
part of all learning. The teachers and
pupils can usually tand a rigorous
examination in the e sential of a
common education, and certainly
upon moral and intelligent community member hip and American
citizen hip. The chools exist " ithout
a foreign language altogether or consider it a of secondary importance
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and are Simon pure as far as freedom
from any active propaganda of modern foreign pressure groups is concerned. The roster of names, even in
some smaller schools, may include a
half dozen nationalities. Along with
the Schenks there are the M urphys,
Reillys, and Rosenoffs.
Although the Lutheran elementary
school can be and has been defended
successfully as an American institution in popular elections as well as
by a far-reaching decision of the
United States Supreme Court, and
although in general it can and does
maintain a high standard of religious and secular instruction, the
school has disappeared, or is on the
verge of disappearing, in a number
of Lutheran synods. Some still maintain a school system for the poor
heathen in New Guinea, but fail to
do so for the growing pagans at
~he synodical doors. Apparently the
synod, the local congregation, or the
individual member, or all of them, are
unwilling or, in some instances, unable, to pay the price.
When schools are founded and
maintained successfully in the local
congregations, synods can give inestimable aid by vigorous leadership
in formulating a philosophy favorable to Christian education, in furni hing materials and technique for
the conduct of schools, in developing
a teacher-training program of high
quality, and in securing and keeping
an enlightened and un elfi h ministry.
All of these activitie , except perhaps
the latter, appear to be econdary,
however, when compared with the
faithlife of the indi idual church
member and the zeal and pirit of the
local congregation . hen the Luther-
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an elementary school is founded an1
I]laintained today it is an expression of
deep love for the kingdom of Christ
and an honest spiritual concern for
the welfare of men. The many details presented in Professor Beck's
excellent study lead one directly to
the conclusion that finally the individual Christian and the local
church must be willing to pay the
price.
ALFRED SCHMIEDING

The Everlasting Hills
THE MOUNTAIN WAY. By R. L. G.
Irving. E. P. Dutton & Co., New

York. 656 pages. $3.00.
AVE you ever been filled with
the desire to climb a high hill
or a mountain, to fill your soul with
majesty and grandeur, to look at the
pied beauty of snow-fringed alpine
flowers, to see with your own eyes
the pure blue-green of a glacier wall,
or to roam beneath wind-swept evergreen trees? Then why not try a
vacation in the mountains? Are you
financially or otherwise unable?
Then why not let the mountain
come to you by reading this delightful anthology in pro e and verse
about mountains and mountain
climbing?
Here i material that will plea e
the actual a well a the would-be
mountaineer. Here you ha e the reaction of core of mountain nthu ia . Here you read a coun of
"that cla of perhap not alt gether
re pectable per on who a c nd hill
merely for plea ure" a well a nervetingling ad enture by
orton and
Mallory, famou
of unconquered

H
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Mr. Irving divides his book into
seven sections. Section I tells us
"How Men Have Looked at It." In
past centuries people looked with
awe at mountain splendor, believing
it to be the habitation of gods,
dragons, and eerie creatures. Mountains were loved for their beauty
and grandeur or feared and hated
for their rugged inaccessibility, but
mortal men seldom dared to approach their quiet sanctuary. Today
a new type of mountain enthusiast
has arisen. He, too, has great respect
for the mountains. He loves their
beauty, their ruggedness, and their
majesty even more than did his ancestors; and in addition he has made
them his fond friends and companions with whom he shares aesthetic
joys and woes.

§ ECTION II tell us how men have
followed The Mountain Way.
Here we have the enthusiastic expression of scores of men and womenfrom Petrarch to the modern contributor to the Alpine Journal-who have
found joy, recreation, and adventure
in the mountains, in sight-seeing,
tobogganing, climbing, discovering,
yes, even in hay hauling and marmot
catching. And what did it afford
them? Just Ii ten to the words of
one of these: "And in the intimate
communion with nature in her sternest and noblest moods, it is revealed
to u how full our lives would be of
unalloyed delight-instead of con entional merrymaking-if we could win
back our passionate lo e of what i
truly great and beautiful" (Guido
Rey). urely, more truth than philo ophyl Or hear the evaluation of
Prince Chichibu Qapan): "Moun-

taineering, therefore, is not simply a
sort of 'fashion' set by society-which,
after all, is but a form of vanity. It
is a worthy toil with a moral significance, and may become a source
of real happiness. The mountains
themselves stand as symbols of Eternal Life, and serve as the expression
of a mighty Spiritual Being."
"A Way of Change," "Its HaltingPlaces," and "Its Warnings" are the
titles of sections III, IV, and V, respectively, of The Mountain Way. In
the untouched places the mountain
way is felt to be a way of change
where "things are ordered and beauty
is displayed in a way which is not
man's way." Its halting places relieve one from the physical interests
of climbing and give an opportunity
for wider vision and contemplation.
Although the dangers of the mountain way have received too much
emphasis in cheap sensationalism,
warnings are needed against carelessness, foolhardiness, and agaimt the
hidden dangers lurking under innocent appearance-on glaciers with
their many mouths, "hungry, with
huge teeth of splintered crystals"against falls of stones and ice and
changes in weather.
Section VI deals with "Men of
the Mountain." It introduces us into
the inner life of people wed to the
hills and contain such selections as
Deut. 34: 1-6, the tran lation of
Goethe's "U eber allen Bergen i t
Ruh'," and the editor's own evaluation of the qualities of fallory,
who e frozen body may some day
be discovered upon the summit of
E ere t, conquererl and
et conqueror.
And, finall , the last section brings
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us to "Visions Far and Near." Of it
Irving says: "The last portion of this
anthology contains passages in which
men have attempted to describe what
they have seen and learned in moments when mountains have offered
them special opportunities of finding the rewards of contemplation."
This book will, of course, not be
regarded as a MUST book. However,
if you enjoy the great outdoors, if
you thrill at simple accounts of great
adventure, if you love beauty and
grandeur, and if you delight in good
literature, this is a book you will
want to read and-having read itto own. If you have never desired to
climb a mountain, this volume will
be your inspiration. And for all who
have lived among the mountains and
tested their skills on their steep sides,
-for them a book like Th e Mountain Way will be like bread to the
hungry.
Mr. Irving, as one would expect of
a true mountaineer, throughout his
book shows true reverence for the
Creator who made the mountains so
beautiful and delightful. And this
same reverence is also shown for
the Great Author's Book, from which
a number of the selections have been
taken.
JOHN

& IDA SIMON

Journalist-Scholar
ALL IN A DAY'S WORK: An

utobiography. By Ida M. Tarbell. The
Macmillan Company,
ew York.
1939. 407 pages. 3.50.

THE ound of the reformer's trumpet in any period of hi tory i
apt to grow uncertain and indi tin t
after the pas ing of year . e, prob-
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lems, new crises in national and
world affairs, new aspects of old troubles, make the reformer's role in life
a difficult one. Especially is this true
of the journalist-reporter who at the
same time has a spark of the reform
spirit. Take the life of Ida M. Tarbell, as eminent and sound a reporter
as American or world journalism has
ever produced. Standard Oil, tariff
reform, the muck-rakers, McClure's,
and the Chicago stockyards-all of
these were once upon a time battle
cries. Perhaps some one of Ida M.
Tarbell's generation should be reviewing her autobiography. For one
who was born after most of the events
told in this autobiography, for one
who is of a generation more concerned about Memel and television,
the Third International and the
A. T. & T., Ida M. Tarbell's voice
sounds like the melancholy speech of
a great-grandmother telling a story to
an audience whose attention wavers
ever so slightly.
That is not to imply that Ida M.
Tarbell's life was useless or meaningless, nor that the i sues she reported
have vanished from America and the
rest of the world. Although her religion dwindled from a superficial
Methodi m to a nebulou hope in a
divine being, Ida M. Tarbell po ,e sed an immen e amount of c mmon-sense, mental integrity, and
never-flagging curio ity. Born of pi neer Penn ylvania tock in • rie
County, she had the luck to live in
the P nn yl ania
il Region when
the country experienced i fir t il
boom around itu ville. he li d at
the time, hen that great mod m invention, them nop ly, the ymb l of
our era, wa being reated through
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the efforts of John D. Rockefeller and
Henry H. Rogers.
the fact that these ecoD ESPITE
nomic changes were occurring
right at her doorstep, Ida M. Tarbell
wanted to become a biologist. She
entered Allegheny College in 1876, at
a time when coeducation was still an
educational frill. She was undaunted
by the ridicule. Today, at eighty, she
writes, "Measured by what I got instead of by what I did not get and
was obliged to learn later, I regard
them (the four years at Allegheny) as
among the most profitable years of
my life."
Two years of gruelling work as a
"Preceptress" of Poland Union Seminary left her exhausted and at a
mental dead-end. Then she got a job
on The Chautauquan, almost by accident. Her orderly mind could not
tolerate the disorder of the office and
the magazine. In a short time she had
discovered all the mysteries of authorship, the mechanics of publication,
the queer language of the print shop.
But she was still dissatisfied. When
she was over thirty, she left for Paris
to study and do research on Madame
Roland of the French Revolution.
She supported herself by writing articles for American new papers on the
sights and sounds of Paris. While in
Paris, she sent a two-thou and word
article to McClure's Syndicate, ew
York City. The article wa promptly
accepted with the reque t for more.
Then, at the beginning of the ummer of 1892, he met S. . McClure,
one of America' geniu e in journali m. McClure wa in the throe of
creating a new magazine, one that
would report on the intellectual fer-

men t of the age for the benefit of the
masses. Ida M. Tarbell soon became
one of the most responsible members
of the magazine. In the Nineties there
was a strong Napoleon movement.
Capitalizing on this interest, Ida M.
Tarbell wrote a life of the first modern dictator. From Napoleon it was
but a step to writing the history of
Standard Oil. It was soon apparent
to Ida M. Tarbell, as well as to the
group surrounding the McClure editorial office, that the old economic
individualism could not go on unmolested. The laissez-faire doctrine of
the days following the Civil War was
losing its force in the face of freesilver agitation and the rise of the
Populist movement. It was the general feeling that industry must have
a greater responsibility toward the
workers, who were quite often victims
of an impersonal industrial process.
The small investor also needed protection that Wall Street was loath to
give.
All this was in Ida M. Tarbell's
mind when she set out to write about
the life and works of Standard Oil.
She pursued every shred of evidence,
favorable or unfavorable to the corporation. She talked with Henry H.
Rogers for month on end. But, regrettably, she wa ne er able to obtain a personal interview with John
D. Rockefeller. She did ha e an opportunity to tudy the millionaire at a
church service and unda chool e sion. "My two hour' tudy of Mr.
Rockefeller arou ed a feeling I had
not expected, which time ha inten ified. I wa orr for him. I know no
companion o terrible a fear. fr.
Rockefeller, for all the con ciou
pm er ·written in face and oice and
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figure, was afraid, I told myself,
afraid of his own kind."
To this· day Ida M. Tarbell's fourvolume History of Standard Oil is
considered authoritative-surely a remarkable tribute to the industry and
scholarship of a woman who lived at
a time when interest in industrial
statistics and economics was still
largely confined to soap-box orators.
Ida M. Tarbell was no muck-raker.
She resented Theodore Roosevelt's
misbranding. She was interested in
"balanced findings." She had no personal animus against the large corporations. "I wai willing that they
should combine and grow as big and
rich as they could, but only by legitimate means. But they had never
played fair, and that ruined their
greatness for me. I am convinced that
their brilliant example has contributed, not only to a weakening of the
country's moral standards, but to its
economic unsoundness. The experience of the last decade particularly
eems to me to amply justify my conviction."
Ida M. Tarbell was asked by President Wilson to serve on the Tariff
Reform Commission. She declined the
honor. During the World War she
worked hard, organizing the American women into efficient sewing units.
She also performed valiant tasks for
the American Red Cross in this country and in Europe.
t eighty Miss Tarbell is still
worth Ii tening to. She says her joy
in life is working, and working hard.
he belie e , more fi.rmly than ever,
that permanent human betterment
mu t rest on a sound moral basi .
Tho e who want a picture of a sturdy
soul, an indomitable spirit, are urged
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to read this autobiography of an unquenchable and enthusiastic woman
who has lived eighty years and has
found those eighty years worth living.

Chicago Communism
WORLD REVOLUTIONARY PROPAGANDA. By Harold D. Lasswell
and Dorothy Blumenstock. Alfred
A. Knopf, New York. 1939. 393
pages. $4.50.
UMAN interest stories, a vibrant journalistic style, and
sound scholarship-this rare combination we find in the study of Communistic propaganda in the Chicago
area which makes up this well-printed
volume. The proper understanding
of Communist endeavors calls for case
studies in communities of different
characteristics at varying distan e
from the center of the world revolutionary wave. This report on ommunist propaganda in Chicago is such
a case study. The Chicago area i
chosen, for one thing, because "of
the ten largest cities in the United
States, Chicago suffered among the
most from the rece sion of economic
activity. Over half of the empl yee
of the electrical indu tries and a large
proportion of those engaged in furniture, packing, clothing, printing, and
transportation were di charged." hi
is the oil e erywhere for revoluti nary propaganda, and the b ok e plain to the minute t detail how u h
propaganda is manag d. he aulh r
ha e placed under contributi n a
ery large amount of ource mat rial,
ran acking not only many volume
of daily paper , but al o of official p lice ource , and complete fil
on
e ery pe on who poke at a radical

H
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meeting in Chicago during 1933 and
1934. All the radicals placed under
arrest from 1931 to 1934 were catalogued and their records analyzed.
All organizations affiliated with Communism were studied. A collection of
Red leaflets from 1931 to date was
built up, and hundreds of leaflets of
Communist auxiliary, co-operating,
and rival organizations were assembled. As an example of the exact
evaluation of terms, we note the following: "The propaganda which is
investigated in this report is an example of world revolutionary radical
propaganda. Communist propaganda
in Chicago is revolutionary because it
demands
fundamental
changes
(rather than reforms) in the institutional practices of America. Communist propaganda is also radical, because it circulates demands for drastic,
rather than moderate, methods of
achieving political results. Communist
propaganda is a propaganda of world
revolution because it speaks in the
name of a world group, the proletarian class; predicts the completion
of a world revolutionary process in
which the proletariat will triumph;
and demands active support of existing initiatives to complete the world
revolution which transformed Russia
after 1917." This thesis, with its implication of direct connection along
many lines with the Soviet Union, is
developed through chapters describing the technique of demonstrations,
rioting, incendiary literature, and
speech making, throughout following
the Bolshevik pattern. The reader
closes the book with the thought, If
one civic area of America is harboring
so many foci of radical propaganda
with the destruction of American

government as its objective, 1s It not
time to consider Communism one of
the greatest dangers menacing the
welfare of our republic?

Scattered Celebrities
By Erika and
Klaus Mann. Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston. 1939. Illustrated.
384 pages. $3.50.
ANY of those who fled from
Germany when Adolf Hitler
came to power have written books in
which they have related their experiences and set forth their political, aesthetic, and scientific credos; but the
work prepared by Erika and Klaus
Mann, son and daughter of the distinguished Thomas Mann, is particularly engrossing because it tells, within
the compass of a single volume and in
a gripping manner, of the hardships,
the beliefs, the successes, and the
failures of scores of the widely scattered exiles.
The very title of the book informs
us at once that the authors are unalterably opposed to the Nazi philosophy of life and government. They
make no secret of the fact that they
are doing all in their power to stir
up world-opinion hostile to what has
been taking place in the Third Reich.
"We shall go on speaking," they declare in their beautifully written Epilogue, "as long as we have any possibility of doing so. Even if our warnings fall unheeded nine hundred and
ninety-nine times, the thousandth
may find an echo. Our warning runs
quite simply: S LO GAS HITLER
IS I
POWER THERE WILL BE
NO PE CE O E R TH." It is their
conviction that there are many men,
ESCAPE TO LIFE.

M
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women, and children in Germany
who are bitterly opposed to the regime of the National Socialists and
long for deliverance.
As your reviewer perused the book,
he was impressed by the wide-ranging
cultural equipment of the two writers, by the subtle power with which
they have learned to make the English language do their bidding, by the
piercing pain they feel when they
record their conviction that in the six
years of the Nazi regime not one new
poet, musician, or artist of genuine
distinction has come to the fore in
the Third Reich, by their aggressive
determination to work wholeheartedly and valiantly against the policies
pursued by the present ruler of Germany, and by the confidence with
which they look forward to the dawning of a new and better day in their
fatherland. "Life goes on," they
write, "and so does work, and what
they (the Nazis) have torn down will
be built up again."
We read about Thomas Mann and
his eminent brother, Heinrich, about
Albert Einstein, the great scientist,
Leon Feuchtwanger, the novelist, Sigmund Freud, the psycho-analyst,
Bruno Walter, the conductor, Arnold
Schoenberg, the intrepid composer of
modernistic music, Lotte Lehmann,
the singer, Luise Rainer, the movie
actress, Erich Maria Remarque, who
is a thorn in the flesh of the azis
because of his All Quiet on the Western Front, Heinrich Bruening, exchancellor of Germany, Rudolf Serkin, the pianist, and a host of other
distinguished men and women who
have become exiles either by choice
or by force. Many of them are Jews;
many are what Hitler himself would
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have to designate as pure "Aryans."
Erika Mann has won widespread
fame for her work in the theatershe was a pupil of Max Reinhardtand in the field of literature. Klaus
has written more than a score of
books. For two years, he edited a
literary monthly in Amsterdam,
called Die Sammlung, which published contributions by French, English, American, Dutch, Scandinavian,
and Swiss writers. Both have traveled
extensively.
Escape to Life should be read by
all those who are eager to be informed concerning the whereabouts
and the work of many important
figures in the world of literature,
science, music, painting, and other
departments of intellectual and artistic activity. One ventures to believe
that, sooner or later, books of this
kind will prove with telling eloquence. that the pen can be far
mightier than the sword. Is it altogether illogical to be persuaded that
the truncheons wielded with such
shortsighted brutality by the persecutors may eventually be wrested from
their hands and burned to ashes because of the writing of tho e who
are persecuted?

Fascinating Tale
THE MAN WHO KILLED LINCOLN.

The Story of John Wilke Booth
and His Part in the
sa sination.
By Philip Van Doren Stern. Random House, ew York. 376 page,
3.00.
O hour after The Man Who
Killed Lincoln arrived at our
house, its my teriou di appearance
from the reviewer's de k was noticed.

T
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A search of the house disclosed the
high-school freshman of the family
curled up in an out-of-the-way chair,
clutching the book. Looking up from
the page he was reading, about midway in the volume, he evinced vague
annoyance at our concern, and mumbling, "Best book I ever read," he
plunged again into the fascinating
narrative. Now the seventh-grader of
the family is reading it with equal
avidity. That seems like superlative
praise for any historical narrative, for
twelve-year-olds are notoriously critical-much more so than reviewers.
WHEN the reviewer finally was
permitted to read the book, he,
too, found it excellent reading, judged
from a variety of viewpoints, for both
youngsters and the more mature.
In that mysterious something called
reader-interest it ranks tops. It is a
fascinating tale, with the true atmosphere of Civil War days. The reader
feels as if he were one of the
audience at an exciting play. This
illusion is heightened by the familiar
Van Dine mystery story technique of
registering the day and hour of each
scene in a sub-title. Rarely does the
action lag, and when it does halt,
as in the chapters describing the mental torture of the wounded Booth
in his hideout in the pine woods on
the east bank of the Potomac, this
serves only to heighten the suspense.
The publisher tells us: "The
story of Lincoln's death contained all
the elements of drama: action, suspense, terror, my tery, and sudden
death. And the men involved in it
were as strange a group of characters
as was ever assembled on history's
stage-villains, clowns, and murderers,

all bent on taking a great man's life
at the peak moment of his career.
Yet, curiously enough, the story of
the assassination has never been written for its purely dramatic qualities.
It is so presented here for the first
time." We agree with the publisher.
Historically the narrative is a presumably accurate account of the
events surrounding the assassination
of Lincoln, focusing on the story of
Booth, his slayer. In fact, we have
here a history written in the new way
-authentic and based on elaborate
research, but narrated in a colorful
and dramatic fashion. The author
has seemingly made a painstaking
search of all available records and has
unearthed much material hitherto unknown to the general public. The
tragic end of Booth in Barratt's barn,
near Bowling Green, Virginia, is
graphically described. The possibility
of Booth's escape is ruled out by the
narrative, thus branding as deception
the often-told tale of the mysterious
person who was known as John St.
Helen, but was said in reality to be
Booth. St. Helen's mummy, by the
way, is still being exhibited, according to Life, as the true body of Booth.
At the back of the book is found
a novel feature-an Afterword by the
author, in which he describes in detail his search for material in the
archives of the War Department and
in public and private collections of
Lincolniana. The author also discusses some of the still-unsolved mysteries surrounding the case.
It wa as a study in human psychology that The Man Who Killed
Lincoln proved mo t intere ting to
the reviewer. Booth is pictured as a
p ychopathic personality, pos ibly as
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what psychiatrists would term a
schizophreniac, with decided inferiori ty complex. Undoubtedly he
was inferior in ability as an actor to
his illustrious brother, Edwin Booth.
Sensing this, the proud John Wilkes
sought to banish his feeling of inferiority by the familiar device of overcompensation. He became a megalomaniac. Boastfully he sought praise
everywhere. Insanely jealous, he was
tortured by fears of persecution whenever other actors received public acclaim. When he realized that his
popularity on the stage was waning,
he took to day dreaming, and in the
world of his phantasy he became the
great hero who would rid the world,
and particularly his beloved South,
of the great oppressor whom he, the
cultured gentleman, abominated as
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an uncouth barbarian. It was this
mental maladjustment, rather than
intense sectionalism, which drove
Booth to commit the crime of assassination. The author paints a convincing picture, and few among his
readers will disagree with him in his
conclusions.
The Man Who Killed Lincoln
may perhaps not rank as an important contribution to our knowledge
of the history of Civil War days, but
it deserves a permanent place on the
bookshelf of the student because it
convincingly and entertainingly traces
the motivation of a crime which even
ardent Southern partizans of that day
decried as a monumental folly and
an irreparable blow to Southern appeasement and recovery.
H. F. WIND

0 Wise Lupercus
Every time you meet me, Lupercus, you say something
about sending a slave to my house to borrow a volume
of my Epigrams. Do not give your slave the trouble. It i
a long distance to my part of the city, and my ro ms are
high up on the third story. You can get what you want
close to your abode. You often visit the quarter of the
Argiletum. You will find there, near the Square of ae ar,
a shop the doors of which are covered on both id
with the names of poets, so arranged that you can at a
glance run over the list. Enter there and mention my nam .
Without waiting to be asked twice, trectu , the m ter
of the shop, will take from hi first or se ond shelf a py
of Martial, well fini hed, and beautifully bound with a
purple cover, and this he will give you in exchange for
five denier . What! Do you ay it i not worth the pri e?
0 wise Lupercus. (Martial)

THE CRESSET
SURVEY OF

BOOKS

ization. In the present volume he
turns his attention to the confused
panorama of Asia. The book is the result of thirty thousand miles of travel
and two years of incessant work. He
went everywhere, saw everything, and
interviewed everybody. There can be
little doubt that Inside Asia will rank
as one of the most important books of
1939. Nowhere have we found a more
accurate and fascinating picture of the
vast mysterious forces now agitating
the masses from Tokio to Jerusalem.
The general reader who wishes to understand the most recent developments in the area of the globe where
almost two-thirds of the inhabitants
of the earth live, must read this book.

THE BEST SHORT STORIES
BY THE

EDITORS

A brief glance at books published during the month preceding the date of publication of THE CRESSET.

INSIDE ASIA
By John Gunther. Harper and
Bros., New York. 599 pages. 3.50
HIS book is worth far more than a
mere note in our monthly survey.
In the hope, however, that our readers
will be able to u e the long days of
waning summer for reading it, we
hasten to announce it in thi place.
John Gunther, once of the Chicago
Daily ews and now the mo t famous
free lance reporter in the Western
world, has rung the bell again. His
Inside Europe wa the mo t accurate
portrayal of the heart of e tern ci il-

T

By Edward J. O'Brien. Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts. 464 pages. 2.75.
Mr. O'Brien's annual collection of
the best short stories published in
American periodicals during the preceding twelve months. The most
characteristic form of expression in
American literature is the short story.
The enormous increase in weekly and
monthly journals has provided a wide
field for the development of this form
of literary art. One may quarrel at
times with Mr. O'Brien' choice, but
he manage to include the great majority of the mo t striking short stories
appearing in
merican periodicals.
The selection range all the way from
the atmosphere of approaching terror
in "Prelude" by Albert Halper to
the sentimental tenderne of "What
I a Miracle?" by Manuel Komroff.
uthors repre ented include Paul
Horgan, Benedict Thielen, and Wil-
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liam Saroyan. A convenient and valuable cross-section of the most popular
literary art form practiced in America
today.
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hills. A fascinating book.

WOODROW WILSON: LIFE
AND LETTERS, Vol. VIII.
By Ray Stannard Baker. Doubleday, Doran and Company, New
York. 626 pages. $5.00.
This volume concludes the monumental, official biography of Woodrow Wilson. Although the entire project embraces eleven volumes, Volume
VIII is the last to be published and
carries the story of Woodrow Wilson
from March to November, 1918. It is
a tragic tale. lmost everything that
Woodrow Wilson began ended in
failure. Curiously enough, however, it
is entirely po sible that his historical
stature will grow as the years roll on
and America works out its destiny. For
students of the first two decades of
the twentieth century, Mr. Baker's biography will remain invaluable source
material.

THE HUDSON
By Carl Carmer. Farrar and Rinehart, New York. 434 pages. $2.50.
Another volume in the growing
"Rivers of America" series. All Easterners believe that the Hudson River
is far too little known west of Pittsburgh. It is more beautiful than the
Mississippi, at least above Louisiana,
more valuable than the Missouri, and
more romantic than the Ohio. Mr.
Carmer, heretofore known as the author of Stars Fell on Alabama and
Listen for a Lonesome Drum, knows
the Hudson River country, from the
great piers at ew York to the back
waters up-state. There is history in
every turn of the river and on white
moonlit nights legends echo in the

+
Lo, The Poor Bourgeois
"Lenin's Mar i m conceives of infulnes before the
State not as an action conflicting with law and precept,
but as a pecific quality of being. The guilt of the bourgeoi con i t in nothing el e than the fact that he i
bourgeois. The bourgeoi has ab olutely n
apa ity f r
inner con er ion or piritual rebirth. he Bol he ik theory of terror i merely a plain and 1 gi al n quen e of
thi whole complex of di po ition and feeling.
ording
to thi theory the death penalty is n t a puni hm nt o
the guilty, but a liquidation of tho e wh ar utterly
harmful and inimical, though really inn nt, be au
they are ab olutely unfree and capable f no de 1 pment."-F DOR TEP

of thought that have sprung from
ancient misconceptions about insanity, Freud is credited with being the chief perpetuator of such
notions in the modern world. His
sex interpretations stamp the sufferers as psychologically weak and
twisted. That shock therapy cures
such conditions, however, seems
to argue for a physiological cause
of mental disturbances. But if
that is the case, why should a
breakdown of the central nervous
system be regarded as any more
disgraceful than trouble with the
liver, the heart, or any other
organ? That is what psychiatrists
and their former patients would
like to know.

The
JULY
Magazines
Each month THE CRESSET
presents a check list of important articles in leading
magazines which will be of
interest to our readers.

Forum

The Women Men Marry

The "Ex-Insane" Revolt
By

By

GREER WILLIAMS

SHAILER

u.

LAWTON

"Among the most dangerous
popular fallacies today, there is
the notion that any American
male who lets his mind function
when he selects a wife is a gros~
materiali t." Men who would
choose a secretary with the grcate t of care feel that chivalry demands that they blunder into
marriage without any effort at
anal zing the fundamental makeup of the women they marry and
at can a sing the likelihood that
they will be able to achie e a
ati factory life with one another.
Ii ttle more cerebration before
marriage i much to be de ired for
men.

A revolt against the sex psychology of Freud and his school
has been launched among American psychiatrists and patients
whom they have cured. During
the last three year a growing
number of previously incurable
mental ufferers ha e been reclaimed by mean of insulin hock
and the use of metrazol. But when
these recovered ones try to re ume
normal life they meet on all ides
with di trust and prejudice. The
fact that they have been in ane
brands them with a social stigma.
While it i recognized that thi attitude i root d in popular habit
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The Atlantic Monthly
Ernest Hemingway
By EDMUND WILSON
America's leading critic presents
an essay of evaluation. Those who
may hold the opinion that Hemingway is one of the few remaining
individualists in literature will
have to correct that impression.
Edmund Wilson maintains that
Hemingway's best writing is still
to come. Despite some stupidly obscene past performances, Ernest
Hemingway feels a growing responsibility to society. Several recent short stories, the result of his
Spanish Civil War experiences,
seem to prove this point. Hemingway is a prime example of a man
of strength and courage, not in a
physical, but in a moral sense.
Those who wish to dispute this
point are asked to listen to Edmund Wilson. This critical essay
deserves careful reading since its
subject has influenced American
literary and moral trends more
than any other contemporary figure.

State and Church: The
Church's Responsibility
to the State
By HE RY B. WASHBURN
The Dean of the Epi copal Theological School in Cambridge
points out that the Church is painfully slow to criticize itself. In the
da of Thomas More, John Colet,

Martin Luther, John Hus, and
Wycliffe, the Church was torn
apart because self-criticism was not
tolerated. Today we are living in a
practical age. When the totalitarian countries demand a profitable
return on money given to the various churches, more often than not
the clergy raises a cry to high heaven. "The Chur h must accommodate itself to this practical mood
through which we are now passing," Dean Washburn says. "The
bulk of people ... merely ask, what
is my religion doing for me; what
sort of man does my neighbor's
religion make him; what effect has
the Church of England on personal conduct, on social justice, on
international relationship ; what
impression does the Church of
Rome make on the Irish-American
politician, the Fascist statesman,
the standard of honesty and honor
among individuals, the con equence of receiving the actual
body and blood of Christ?" The
writer asks that the Church regenerate itself today with the aving
grace of self-critici m. This arti le
needed writing.

Harper's
Wall Street, Main Street, & Co.
By . H. WALKER and
j LI
I RA
The trend in merican bu ine
manag ment i t ward the limination of the Old Guard and the
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inauguration of a more democratic
system of control. The result is a
· "government of laws" supplanting
the Old Guard's "government of
men." In the past months this
tendency has been noticeable in
the reorganization of the Illinois
Central Railroad, General Motors,
U.S. Steel, and the New York Stock
Exchange. Even if these steps toward a necessary reform have been
hastened by the weaknesses in the
Old Guard system uncovered by
the swindles of Whitney and Musica, they are nevertheless welcome
and promising. A good article with
much interesting information.

The Law Factories
By FERDINAND LUNDBERG
Continuing his criticisms of the
legal profession, Ferdinand Lundberg in this article aims his darts
at the big law firms. "The bulk of
the really lucrative law business of
the United States is probably transacted by no more than three hundred metropolitan law firms." In
developing this proposition, the
author presents a lively picture of
the "law factories," their wide representation on corporation directorships, and their tendency to
perpetuate a status quo. He concludes that "the valuable services

the legal profession performs for
the upper economic classes are
heavily rewarded, both directly
and indirectly." The promise of a
constructive criticism given in the
first of this series of articles still
awaits fulfillment.

America's Gunpowder Women
By PEARL BUCK
In this presentation Pearl Buck
reveals her sober second thought
on the position of the American
woman. By excluding the talented
woman with a natural vocation
and also the woman whose home
is her calling, the author shoots at
a target much smaller than the one
she endeavored to hit some months
ago when she wrote the article,
"America's Medieval Women.''
Gunpowder women are those who
have time and ability, but use
neither constructively. "By using
the energy now idle and the brains
now disintegrating in that idleness
women could immeasurably improve all conditions in our country, if they would." There is much
less reason to quarrel with this article than there was with the former. Those who are interested in
this progress of Pearl Buck will
read this article with pleasure and
not without profit.

goodly amount of praise of the
free institutions of our country.
But propaganda of this nature is
decidedly necessary in an age
when the virus of dictator hip is
running amuck in so many parts
of the world.

THE

MOTION
PICTURE

FIVE CAME BACK
A good example of Hollywood'
vicious imposition of her standards
on the rest of the nation. Rated as
a Class B picture because it didn't
cost so much, it is as good as most
Class A's and better than quite a
few.
An American passenger plane,
the Silver Queen, sets out for Panama City. Its oddly a sorted passengers have been carefully hosen
for their dramatic value: The two
pilots, Americans with Dick Tracy
faces; the professor and his wife
reflecting the academic world of
America; an anarchist being taken
back for execution by a tupid op;
a woman who mu t have b en bad;
a social scion and hi ecretary on
the elope; a gang ter taking a fellow doomed gang t r'
on to
safety. Twelve pa enger in all. In
the cour e of being for ed down
and partially wrecked in un harted
jungle between the
nde and
mazon, and the perilou ircumstance following, their true haracter come to light in " rand
Hotel" tyle.
The tory i not original, nor i
it handled in an original mann r.
There are a few m lodramatic

THE CRESSET examines samples of
Hollywood offerings.

MAN OF CONQUEST

Here we have an unusually
good historical film dealing with
the war between the United States
and Mexico. Richard Dix, famous
for his fine performance in Cimmaroon, a number of years ago,
gives a noteworthy portrayal of
Sam Houston. There is much
action in the picture. In fact, the
story is exciting without ever
tooping to uncouth melodrama.
George Haye, who is ca t as
Hou ton's faithful aide, reveal
remarkable ability in the difficult
field of character-acting.
the
cleverly constructed plot i unfolded before our eye , we hear a
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spots but on the whole the balance
between fast action and sentiment
·is carefully kept. The picture contributes to an evening's entertainment.
Chester Morris and Allen Jenkins are the pilots. The best acting
is done by Lucille Ball as the
pariah woman. Wendy Hiller is
disappointing after "Pygmalion"
but the part doesn't give her much
scope. Vasques, the anarchist, is
done well by Joseph Calleia.
Note to Hollywood: People
don't walk around an uncharted
jungle at night without looking
where they step. Nor do they lean
against trees and grab bushes.
RKO Radio picture. Produced
by Robert Sisk. Not a must-see picture, but rather a give-yourself-thepleasure item.
DAUGHTERS COURAGEOUS
The Lane Sisters and Gale Page
acting like what they think Young
America acts like. To one who always has an attack of vicarious suffering at the sight of the Lane
Sisters the picture has to be exceptionally good to act as a balm. It
just makes it, thanks to the clever
acting of Claude Rains as the Father Number One.
The father has walked out on
the mother and her four daughters
twenty years before the picture
starts. When he comes back the
mother has won the fight, brought
her daughters to the edge of the

church steps, and is fixing up to
marry the most solidly respectable
banker in town.
Despite a united front against
him the father wins back the affection of his family and their dreams
of ease and prosperity at the hands
of the banker begin to fade. Just
in time Claude Rains packs off
again with a modern carbon copy
of himself, who had wanted to
marry the most personable of the
daughters, and everybody settles
down to staid respectability.
An evening of pleasant entertainment. The handling of the
problem of living adventure-high
or sober-sound is a little superficial but then the picture was
probably not intended to solve it.
It isn't clear from the picture that
the mother has either been divorced from her husband or has
had him declared legally dead but
that's only a detail.
Cute and very pure. Warner
Brothers-First National production.
MICKEY'S PARROT

Walt Disney ought to get a mention now and then. His short offerings sometimes throw the balance
in favor of a successful evening. In
brilliant technicolor Mickey's parrot struts around the house, shoots
up and down hot air registers and
torments Pluto till the hound is
limp.

August 1939
We see animals, who presumably
don't have the same pressures applied to them as we have to us,
react to situations in the same way
we do and we find it funny-a very
hopeful sign.
MAN AnouT TowN ... A Paramount picture ... Jack Benny,
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Dorothy Lamour, Edward Arnold
chief characters.-Yes, it was a hot
night and the air conditioned theater offered relief. Then too, there
was a little stage act in which cute
Ii ttle dogs performed. And as for
the picture, save your money. It is
a musical comedy without music
and without cornedy.

+
Prayer
Youth Versus Pacifism
Do not talk to us of Peace!
We are young yet,
And our blood answers the call
Of trumpets and drums.
We stir to flags going past.
We give war the enchanting name
Of Adventure.
You speak us lies.
You would quiet the flame
That burns at our core.
Nursing your old scars, you talk on,
But we disbelieve you.
We are fools for courage
And idiots for daring.
We know it.
We are comrades in the fact.
Words. Words. Words.
That is all you- give us.
For the fire in us
And the strength and the song,
You give us words!
You tell us Peace is good.
Perhaps, some distant, distant lour,
Fingering our own scars,
We will believe you.
HELE

MYRTIS LA GE

{;
after month. I have watched it carefully, and it has given me and my
family a glimpse through great cathedral windows, a walk through the garden spots of the Nation, a stroll
through twenty-six art museums, a
view of ecclesiastical style, both ancient and modern. But I still believe
that my vote goes to the things that I
understand best. Please, give us more
views of interesting corners in our own
beautiful churches-more views up
and down the roadways of lovely home
sections, such as the Country Club
section in Kansas City, pictured in
July. Is it possible to give us an advance listing of the pictures to come
just as you do with books to be reviewed?
Once more, my hearty thanks for the
service you are rendering. The young
people in our house almost wear out
the Book Review and :Notes and Comment Sections. For them this is the
understanding voice from their own
group which they have sought in vain
for all too many years. Let's hope that
the summer camps and conventions
help you to boost your subscription
list tremendously.

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
We Are Grateful
SIR:
Your July issue lies before me. We,
in our family, do not usually address
letters to editors of any kind. Nevertheless, THE CRESSET has finally
reached down into the deeper unstirred depths and has drawn forth
some utterly unheard of enthusiasm.
Dr. Graebner has done something
for us once more with his "Five Thousand Crutches" and "I Had Gallstones." "Staff's End" is enough to
make any sane Christian shudder and
weep-"My father, Adolf Hitler,,
would bless this or that action of
mine" - "Reverence this word (Fuehrer) as the Christian Church reveres the
name of God"-and then that mother
in Unterammergau. God bless the
hand that has the courage to write in
this way when half the Church has lost
its upward sense and has begun to
cheer the ordered life and good road
and marching "Jugend."
I wonder how many people have
really found the values which are hidden away in the Art Section month

WALTER SCHROEDER

Chicago, Illinois

Faith and Music
SIR:

In connection with musical articles
in THE CRESSET. THE CRESSET I understood was to furnish the Christian
viewpoint and comment on music. A
review of Bach's St. Matthew's Passion
and Handel's "Messiah" have appeared. This, of course, still leaves
Mendelssohn's oratorios and many
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other religious choral and instrumental works. The accent has been on
secular (profane) music, not sacred.
The religious beliefs of the composers considered are hardly ever mentioned. If he wrote anything for his
church or in the sacred field we are
not informed. Whether the composer
was an atheist and whether this affected his writings is not given. In
many cases this looms important since
it is difficult to ascertain the religious
belief or non-belief of many composers and artists in ordinary biographies.
The religious works of several of the
composers chosen for review were not
listed or discussed, when this presented an opportunity to show the
religious work of the composer; such
as Delius who wrote a Mass, I believe,
and other sacred works; Dvorak who
wrote an oratorio and other sacred
music; Mussorgsky may have, but I
don't know; Lizst who wrote a Mass
and other religious works, I believe.
A brief reference to these and their
value would be highly appreciated.
Were the greatest religious works written by devoted, sincere Christians or
were equally good attempts made by
those professing no belief? The influence of religion on a composer would
be most interesting. Did the fact that
a composer did not have a firm religious belief lessen his abilities as a
musician? Would any have achieved
greater results if he had taken religion
more seriously as, for example, Mussorgsky? etc. Did it in any case handicap any of the great composers? I
would like to see THE CRESSET contain
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more information on these questions.
DONALD SCHUMM

Three Rivers, Michigan

Grapes of Wrath
SIR:
The reviewer of John Steinbeck's
novel, The Grapes of Wrath, by his
apology for the book's use of bawdy
language has brought up for discussion
an important question. While it i
true that the language of a book may
be used amoralistically and may be in
character and while the story aside
from its language may be "decent and
compatible with Christian standard of
moral conduct," ought we for these
reasons to overlook the "blasphemous"
language and include the book among
those which-to quote the reviewer
again-"must be read by every adult
American?" The story and its implications must be very much worth while
to justify such a recommendation
when the language is as filthy as that
presented in this novel. An editorial
in the December, 1938, CRESSET on
"Grim Literature" says that "Even the
portrayal of life's grimness need not
necessarily be embelli hed with filth."
Referring to the present-day fiction
writers who "seem to feel mo t at
home amidst the fumes of the sewer,"
the editorial closes with words which
may be put again t the word of the
reviewer of John teinbeck' novel,
"Fortunately we do not have to read
their stuff, even if it hould attain the
eminence of a 'be t seller.' "
ALFRED U DOU
Detroit, Michigan

Contributors=Problems=Final Notes

Q UR major articles this month
throw a sharp light on foreign and domestic problems. The
author of Vignettes From Germany must necessarily remain
anonymous since he
hopes to return to
that country some
time. We can vouch
for the authenticity
and truthfulness of
his account. A.
H. A. Jahsmann
(Farmer, Stay
Where You Are!) is
a parish school
teacher at Christ
Church, Chicago.
His very human
story places an unerring finger upon
America's major social difficulty.

Orient he would like to try it
again.

Our reviewers this month include Alfred
Schmieding ( Lutheran Elementary
Schools in the
United States), Professor of Education
at Concordia
Teachers College,
River Forest, Illinois; John and Ida
Simon (The Mountain Way) of Park
City, Montana; and
H. F. Wind (The
Man Who Killed
Lincoln), Superintendent, Lutheran Institutional
Missions, Buffalo, New York.

The

EditorJs

Lamp

~

We hope that our readers will
notice the change in initials at the
head of "The Pilgrim." M. L.
Kretzmann is a missionary in India
who is returning to that country
from his first furlough. His Oriental eyes have perhaps seen the West
more clearly than we who are too
near can possibly see it. He writes
that the observations in "The Pilgrim" are merely provisional notes
and that after fifty years in the

We are receiving some valuabk
suggestions concerning the handling of motion picture reviews.
Although this department is still
in the experimental stage, our
plans for its future are becoming
more definite. With the appearance of the Fall issues, the work of
the department will be expanded
and intensified.
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F O RTHCOMING ISSUES

I. In "Notes and Comment" the editors will continue
their brief comments on the world of public affairs and
modern thought.
II. Major articles during the coming months will include:
GLIMPSES OF NAZI GERMANY

THE D ETECTIVE STOR.y

ON BEING RIGHT

AMERICAN COLUMNISTS

III.

In future issues the editors will review, among
many others, the following books:
MEDITERRANEAN CROSS-CURRENTS •••••• • Louisa
AMERICA IN MIDPASSAGE ••••••.•• Charles

Marie Sieveking

A. and Mary R. Beard

MOSES AND MONOTHEISM ••••••••••••••••••••• • Sigmund

Freud

AMERICAN JAZZ Music ••••••••••.•..•••..••.•• Wilder

Hobson

WE SHALL LIVE AGAIN .•.••••••••..•••.... •• . Maurice

Hindus

AMERICAN LABOR ••••••••••• • •••••••••.•. ••• • Herbert
THE TRAIL OF THE TOTALITARIAN •• : •.•• •••• . Delber
WIND, SAND, AND STARS •••••.••••.•.• Antoine

Harris

H. Elliott

de Saint Exupery

FINNEGANS WAKE ••••••••••.•••• •• .•.•••.•• ••••• . James
MUSIC AND THE LISTENER ••••••••••••.• • • Harry

Joyce

Allen Feldman

MEN CAN TAKE IT ••••••• • ••••••••• ..•.••... Elizabeth

Hawes

BEWARE OF PITY •••••••••••••••.•. • .•. •.••••.• . Stefan

Zweig

INFORMATION PLEASE •••••••••••••••.•••••••• • Dan
IN SEARCH OF PEACE • ••• ••••••••.•.•••• • Neville
DESIGNS 1

SCARLET ••••••.. ••. .. . .. •.•

Golenpaul

Chamberlain

Courtney Ryley Cooper

